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INTRODUCTION
The aim of this book is to present cultural and literary perspectives of regional authors who live in two different
countries: Tarapacá in Chile and Pennsylvania in the United States. These writers share a common passion for
various literary genres which is presented through personal interviews, color and black and white photographs,
literary excerpts, and information for further research.
As is well known, most authors appreciate the many readers of their own language who enjoy and value their
creative work; when it is possible to reach people in foreign countries, the reward is greater. Appreciation of
literature across cultures presents several obstacles to the reader, including language barriers, lack of connections
or common experiences with the author’s culture, and limited knowledge about the author’s personal background.
We think it is possible to address these challenges for the benefit of many people who will read So Far… So Close:
Contemporary Writers of Tarapacá and Pennsylvania. Our book focuses on the work of twenty talented authors from
the two countries. The collection represents both emerging as well as well-established creative writers. With
great generosity, each author provided a selection of work and each was interviewed and photographed for this
volume. It is our expectation that these authors will become more widely known by the many people who
study at high school and college levels, teach or do research, attend book fairs, or who like to read and enjoy
contemporary literature.
The book has several purposes; of paramount importance is learning English and understanding culture through
the art of writing. A section, Notes for the Teacher, is included to help both educators and learners make effective
use of the book in the EFL/ESL class. We are convinced that the promotion of regional authors is a way of
addressing communicative isolation, eliminating geographical boundaries and promoting cultural understanding
for Chilean and U.S. readers who will enjoy the creative expression of outstanding writers.
The authors
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Alberto Carrizo

Alberto Carrizo is a primary school teacher with higher education studies at Lo Barnechea Training Center, Santiago, Chile, as well as
a former professor at Universidad de Chile in Antofagasta and corresponding member of the Chilean Language Academy. He is a son and
Distinguished Citizen of Tocopilla and Iquique, Chile. His work is part of the “20th Century Regional Inventory at Universidad Autónoma
de Madrid.” In 2004, he received the “Medalla Presidencial Pablo Neruda,” and in Argentina he was awarded the “Emblema de Honor,”
Neuquén Government. He published his book, Descubrimiento y su Máquina Infinita, in Sweden. Mr. Carrizo is the author of twelve books;
the most recent one is Los Escualos del Invierno (2013). He is the author of five lyric suites performed at Teatro Municipal, Iquique, and
the creator of Tocopilla’s anthem. He was nominated for the National Literary Award in the year 2004.
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At what point in your life did you start writing,
and how was the initial experience?
My mother told me that when I was a child I used to speak
using long and explanatory sentences, as if I were trying
to embellish what I was saying. That was the result of my
reading (“El Peneca” when I was five), giving me the initial
lexicon.Then by poking around in my father’s old dictionary
when I was six, I learned more. Generally, at night I would
go to sleep repeating lots of words over and over again, as
a litany… First, it was the spoken language. Writing was
just the beginning of leaving an existential trace.
Tell us about your first poem.
I was in 10th grade, at Escuela Normal in Antofagasta,
when I entered a poetry contest after a tedious week of
tests administered by specialists, because I had been named
as the best student in Tarapacá province. I wanted to get a
scholarship and I was competing against another student
from Antofagasta. So I wrote a set of six poems which I
couldn’t call a collection. I asked my philosophy and literature
teacher to title one of the poems for me. He read it, briefly,
with cool indifference, and said: “Title this one ‘Florilegio.”
Many years later, I met my teacher at Universidad de Chile,
in Antofagasta, where I worked for the Extension Division.
I reminded him about what had happened when when I
was still in school, and his request for his ex student was
reaffirmed.

influence the creator. Linguists, among them Chomsky,
suggest the existence of what is called ‘the language of
thought,’ which is an array of free lexicon associated with
a determined stimulus; this language of thought turns into
speech or an external construct. This is just a small part of
that inner flood that strains your brain. Different states can be
assigned to the process, from the simple need of expressing
something formally and serenely to the automaticity of
paroxysm.
  
When do you know that a poem is ready?
It will depend on the degree of maturity the creation has
so that it will not be beaten up by the inner ego, or feast
in self-complacency, or not be left trapped in the fear for
an excess of humbleness. The creator keeps a latent state of
affirming the basic quality of his or her work, contrasting
what has been observed by others and by oneself; in doing
this, one establishes clear achievement parameters and the
creator can resolve any doubts. Such discovery must be
continuous and is demanding, setting aside drafts that served
the initial purpose, the ‘leit motif,’ ‘patching’ metaphors, or
replacing the lyric tone, among other elements.

What do you write about nowadays?
Every creation process in the aesthetic field implies what I
can define as “existential fate,” that is to say everything that
has allowed me to distend the emotional pupil as a reason
to exist and provoke commotion. Even though there may
How do you write, by inspiration, by reaction, or be a planned way for a variety of topics to be developed,
do you plan and organize? Does inspiration come there would be, anyway, a direct relation between the
to you in unusual places?
author’s inner life and the external reality that surrounds
No, I don’t use any of the strategies you have mentioned; him. And when one has experience, there is the mystery writing comes along with an intimate group of factors that without the need of revelation - of combining both worlds
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in such a way that the hybrid work emerges and is validated
by a philosophic slant. In my case, I am at the edge of that
immersed planet of the cosmic mystery. And I testify.
Today it is easier to publish, either on paper or
virtually. Does this help or promote quantity over
quality?
Since Gutenberg, paper turns the book into a static object
wrought in textures, scent, size, innumerable letters; the
book is a corporeal presence that you can have and treasure
as private property, an intimate object you can grasp, open
and close whenever you wish, and through it create your own
image of a world which is already built. The physical contact
is there… handy and with the images that you dream about,
all that is implied in an emotional world that grants you the
intimacy you look for to reconstruct it at your own pace. In
contrast, the virtual book is just an intangible and innocuous
product.
What is the nicest thing people have said about
your work?
That I’m a free creator with an existential and aesthetic
proposal.
What does it mean to you as a creator, to be a
member of the Chilean Language Academy?
I never imagined becoming a member of the Chilean
Language Academy, because my teacher and superior at the
Universidad de Chile in Antofagasta (1968-1973), Professor
Emeritus Mr. Mario Bahamonde Silva held that title. Later,
during a time when living was difficult without democracy,
the Chilean Literature Award winner, Mr. Arturo Aldunate
Phillips, anticipated other future honors for my work, by

including me in a national anthology where he selected the
so-called “great writers”… he was generous in making me
a part of that. My nomination as a member of the Academy
pushed me to be more self-demanding as a creator, literary
mentor, researcher of lexicon, and art critic.
What are you proud of?
To have been the holder of the honors previously mentioned,
without having had to knock on doors of any type. To have
always tried to live as a man who thinks and makes humanism
his source of social praxis. However, I haven’t been able
to emulate my father, one of twelve siblings who started
working at the age of four. He was a laborer, a ‘pampino’ (a
worker in the Northern Chilean desert). He completed his
high school education when he was an adult and became, as
did my mother, a good public employee whose sons became
professionals. I haven’t been able to be like him.
How would your mother introduce you?
Only she could do it. I do not have sufficient ego to answer
this question for her.
  
How would you like to be remembered?
He loved and was loved in virtue and in failure.
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Palimpsest to dispel rumors

More information about the writer:
WEB
www. crear.cl
http://albertocarrizo.blogspot.com/
http://albertocarrizo.galeon.com/aficiones1562822.html

I can say that everything that happened is a glance at the low tide
of so many names: I can tell that fatigue is just one: not to repeat the
misconduct, not to tear the organized silences in flight in the middle
of the street at full voice; I can confess that I was at the altar hearing
mass, sighting angels, running around demons and begging for air and
the next beat and still serving the sentence to serve so many with so
little pride and so much gravel, I can add that I renounced the calendar,
invented other numbers and I forgot birthdays, I returned newspapers
to their printing not to know about you or any denying of my doubts.
I can argue that only one mourning is not death and that death is not
enough to bury the question of a safe life. I can confide with the world
about who is its war stepmother that went hunting with a newborn
demon, I can say that the rubble of words building scaffolding for the
happiest day of planet fits on a single teardrop of anyone executed
who dared to contradict the maximum speed of events and would not
recant his own; I can testify that I am not the figurehead of oblivion
or the caretaker of widow nostalgia herself, but I must confess that I
can not watch oblivion or forget nostalgia or confiscate any because I
cannot assume that tomorrow I will rise with another name and that
my elves have their own, since nobody outside distinguishes myths
especially when it rains cats and dogs, days pass and are worn out as
repented handkerchiefs. And I testify that there is no reinvention of
man because his past does not age, does not have obituary worthy to
be believed and this is an excuse to live in a motel where names and
destiny are not asked. However, I proclaim that man is indebted to his
rediscovery, abdicating the war and his salamander skinning the ego
and ruthlessness, dismembering the atom and its distress, delaying the
artifacts of gluttony in knowing and overtaking the simple machinery
of another sun for everyone. And I finally argue that Pilate will no
longer be tied to washing hands, because it will be one skin: Romeo with
fevering children on his lap without crucifixion of Juliet. May nothing
blind the eyes of the new man, not even the sands of other skies.
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Cecilia Castillo

Cecilia Castillo, born April 23, 1949, in La Serena, Chile, has lived in Iquique for more than three decades. She works at Universidad
Arturo Prat where she teaches several subjects related to language. Her favorite pastime is reading and she has the almost involuntary habit
of writing; especially poetry. She has published a book of short stories called Cactae, Mujeres del Desierto and several poetry books: Boleros,
La Calle Mojada, Ni Eva ni Lilith, Acto II Escena II, Otros Boleros y un Cambalache. Some of her favorite writers are Vicente Huidobro,
Míjail Bulgákov, Oscar Wilde, Massimo Manfredi, Gioconda Belli,Virginia Vidal…Most happy to live by the sea and under a warm sun,
friendly to her old skin… still believing just like Emily Dickinson that there is no frigate like a book.
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At what point in your life did you start writing,
and how was the initial experience?
I do not recall the exact moment, but it was at an early
age. At school, I learned how to read in a textbook which
contained very poetic language, quite musical. I think this is
one of the things that made me enjoy reading and writing.
On the other hand, I grew up in a home with plenty of
books and that was decisive in making me and my brothers
and sisters fond of reading. In time, almost all of us became
fond of writing.
Tell us about the first poem that you wrote.
I suppose it was the first, though I am not sure… I was in
fifth grade and wrote a poem about the sea. My classmates
read it and asked me “Where did you copy this from?” Later,
I would help them produce “love letters” to boyfriends and
also we all would write short verses in each other’s diaries
or notebooks.

When do you feel a poem is finished?
A poem will never be complete and well written. Before
it is published I keep checking and editing it. I am never
at ease with the result. Even after it has been published I
will detect errors or think about possible alternative forms.
Even so, I think prose is a much harder form to write and
edit than poetry. A poem has its own harmony and much
more freedom in style. Careless prose will have little pity in
the eyes of the reader. I try to be neat when writing poetry
as well as when I am writing prose. Of course, I will often
make mistakes anyway.

How do you write, by inspiration, by reaction, or
do you plan and organize?
The topics that I have written about have been different
according to time and circumstances. Some of them are not
quite conscious, as the poems which I have written every
time I have fallen in love. Other topics are the conscientious
result of my ideas and my reaction to social facts that move
Does inspiration come to you in unusual places?
me or annoy me. They can be about speaking out against
I do believe in inspiration. Totally. Sometimes a fact, a place, injustice as in La Calle Mojada, (a name taken from a song by
a person, a melody, will trigger words, sentences, ideas, Victor Jara) or about the struggles and sufferings of women
somewhere in my brain. If I write them down immediately, of my generation as in Cactae or in Ni Eva Ni Lilith…
they will surely become a written text. However, there will
be moments when I’ll trust my memory and do not write What do you currently write about?
anything… the result is that I forget these words and ideas. I have been writing something that has to do with my
They just disappear from my conscience!
relationship with the sea and that I expect will take the form
of a novel. At the same time I am experimenting with poetry
Nevertheless, I also value the rational and responsible work with male speakers.
that is done when we are checking over and editing what
we have written. I am shamelessly fond of using neologisms Today it is easier to publish, either on paper or
and invented words, but I will be horrified by incorrect virtually. Does this help or promote quantity over
syntax. In my opinion a thorough review is as important as quality?
inspiration.
I like virtual publishing. This helps us be in touch with what
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young people are doing. Reading others who are different
from you and who write about other topics is always
interesting, no matter whether you read them on printed
paper or on the Internet.
What is the nicest thing people have said about
your work?
“You wrote exactly what I would have wanted to write.”
What are you proud of?
I am proud as a mother because my children are good and
happy people. I am glad to have entered old age still active,
still with projects.
Of the books you have published, which one would
you like to remain for posterity?
Cactae, Mujeres del Desierto. Because it is a book that took
me at least ten years to research. I read several versions of
the Bible and I read them from a woman’s point of view. I
also loved each one of the women in my book. I enjoyed
and suffered with their lives, I guessed or invented different
possible endings, reasons for their decisions, descriptions
of the environment in which their lives took place. Also in
the pages of this book, you can find the lexicon and scenery
of Northern Chile where I live and of the valley where my
ancestors come from.
How would you like to be remembered?
I would like to be remembered by my daughters and son
as a mother who tried to be present for them. By my
grandchildren, as the nanny who told stories and sang
old songs. By my brothers and sisters as the rebel. By my
friends, as someone they could trust. By my enemies, as an
intelligent opponent. By my lovers, as a woman.
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INVADER
The soldier looked at the
Vietnamese girl in amazement
- So, you speak French – he said.
-Yes – she smiled. I speak French
and English, and Cantonese, and…
- But, I don’t understand – he interrupted –
In what language do you think?
- I think in the language – she saidof small detail:
like cricket wings,
sighs,
rice grains,
or candle light.

More information about the writer:
WEB
www.crear.cl
http://dececiliacastillo.blogspot.com/
http://tintaexpresa.site90.net/2009/06/poemas-cecilia-castillo/
http://trinidaddecuatroesquinas.blogspot.com/2010/08/entrevista-laescritoracecilia.html
http://trinidaddecuatroesquinas.blogspot.com/2010/11/gabriela-mistraldesde-suterrunidad-la.html

And I think in the language – she said –
of immensity:
like stars,
rice fields
water
or hearts.
…
He looked at her
trying to catch
her elusive gaze…
and he was
silent
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Jaime Ceballos

Jaime Ceballos, born on March 24, 1959, is an educator with a long and distinguished career path, teaching at both high school and
university levels. His support of labor unions led him to take on responsibilities for the Teachers’ Union at the regional level. As a poet, he
has over thirty years of experience writing and being involved in the cultural and artistic world. In this capacity, he has directed literary
workshops, presented and prefaced books, participated in gathering of writers and in book fairs. His literary work has been collected in
three regional literary anthologies. He has published three collections of poems: De TantoVer Morir in 1997, Yo Tenía un País in 2003, and
Cruces de la Memoria in 2011. He has received several awards at the regional and national levels recognizing his contributions as a poet
and as a teacher.
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How was Jaime as a young boy?
Some words from my grandmother come to my mind:
every time my parents scolded me, my grandmother was my
defender and used to say; “this little dark kid is naughty but
not bad.” Yes, I was always a curious child who used to play
all alone, a bit selfish though, so when my brothers arrived I
didn’t like them taking out my things. Anyway, it was a well
lived childhood, full of authenticity and innocence. Maybe
that’s why I miss it now.

How do you write, by inspiration, by reaction, or
do you plan and organize? Does inspiration come
to you in unusual places?
Someone said that a poem is ten percent inspiration and
ninety percent perspiration. For me it’s not very clear how
it happens. I only know that my “writing practice” is not
highly disciplined or structured. I write at any time and at
any moment, generally at night. I flow with what I feel, the
need to say something. After that it’s the moment to reflect
on what I wrote.Time does its work too. I re-read it, correct
What colors or flavors bring you back to your it, let it rest, sometimes I write more than one version.
childhood?
In any case, I write with absolute honesty and lots of self
As I said before, I spent the early years in the desert with my criticism.
grandmother, her name was Franca. Therefore, the smell of
homemade bread, the wind whistling through the branches How do you know when a poem is complete and
of the tamarugos, or the harsh sun of the afternoon, take me well writen?
back to my lost domain, to the splendid light of those days.
It’s almost commonplace in literature to say, “a poem is not
to be finished but to be abandoned.” In the case of poetry,
In what moment of your life did you start writing? the creative act is complex because one has to find a match
How was the initial experience?
between what we say and how we say it. Therefore a poem
The first time I wrote literature was at the request of school is “finished” when one gets as close as possible to that
teachers, writing about vacations or a particular topic. I was correspondence between form and substance. Experience
in the eighth grade in primary school and a teacher told us is important too, because it helps to develop a certain
to write about friendship. I was able to write a page and a “instinct” that helps one to know when to stop.
half. But because there was half a page left I decided to write
a poem about the same topic. This is how my first poem was What is the difference between a good writer and
born.
a great writer?
If we go to the core of these words, they refer to being
And what happened to that first poetic creation?
good and great and by extension, goodness and greatness. I
I don’t know if the assignment was returned or not, I just just take care to work to write well or try to write better.
know that traces of it were lost in time and oblivion.
Greatness is not my business.
How is the region present in your literary works?
I’m proud of being from the North of Chile. However I’m
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not one of those who believes that one becomes a Northerner
by making explicit reference to the natural environment. In
my case, the North is present in the way I write, that is to say,
in the meagerness of the text in the dryness of my verses, in
the silent, great spaces of a white sheet of paper.
   
Is literature in crisis nowadays?
Society is in crisis but not literature because the latter
is the result of such crisis; one is necessary for the other.
Therefore, society nowadays displays its bad conscience by
escaping from literature and finding refuge beyond reality,
or in the alienating reality of television, social networks or
consumption. In a voyeuristic and empty society, literature
is a mirror where nobody wants to see himself or herself
reflected.
   
Today it is easier to publish, either on paper or
virtually. Does this help or promote quantity over
quality?
This subject is a bit complicated. First of all, everybody
wants to share his or her written words and that is valid
since publication is the natural consequence of creative work
which in the end is a communicative act. The danger, in my
opinion, is that the easier it is to publish, the harder it is to be
rigorous and self-critical about the quality of a literary work
and its diffusion.
  
What is the nicest thing people have said about your
work?
I like when people refer to the way I write with respect and
that they value the responsibility with which I assume my
ethical and aesthetic commitments. I have perceived this,
and people let me know about it.

What are you proud of?
I don’t like the word pride, it is too close to arrogance. I
prefer the word satisfaction. With this perspective and
through literature, I’ve known people and places and that
have satisfied my needs of contact and communication.
   
How would your mother introduce you?
My mother, Pabla Inés Sanquea Benavidez, (may she rest
in peace) was a practical woman. She was brought up all
alone, she was soft-spoken and not very fond of showing
her affection. However, she had a great sense of justice. She
always repeated these phrases: “Actions speak louder than
words,” “Easier said than done,” etc. I think that if she would
introduce me, she would just say: “Here is the poet Jaime
Ceballos, my son. He’ll talk about his literary works for the
sake of men and women.”
How would you like to be remembered?
First of all, every intent to be remembered sounds vain. And
if we add the wish to be remembered in a special way, we are
talking about pretense. However, if I think it over, the wish
to be remembered corresponds to our need for posterity.
One would like to continue, and so somebody might say
tomorrow that Ceballos lives in the memory of some people.
Memory is the immortality of mortals. Once this is said, I’d
like to be remembered as a man who worked to make life
worth living and who also tried to “make circumstance more
humane.”
I leave this poem which is my self-portrait and epitaph,
goodbye.
I’ve found everything
And understood nothing
That’s why I’m here
Moistening this stone
With the dark water
Of myself
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Prayer 33
Oh Lord, you who know
Of miracles and hope
Do not forsake them.
In this hour of kidnapping
Rescue them from their rescuers
Do not forsake them.
You come down to them before the media
Let them know before it is too late
Do not forsake them.
Take them out of the television sets
Keep them apart from the lights that may
blind them
Do not forsake them.
You know well enough that among
cameras and flashes
The Tragedy has been destroyed
But those, Oh Lord, do not forsake them.
More information about the writer:
WEB
www.crear.cl
http://letraskiltras.ning.com/profiles/blogs/oracion-33-oracion-del-poeta
http://www.memoriachilenaparaciegos.cl/archivos2/pdfs/MC0005714.pdf
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Iris Di Caro

Iris Di Caro, “To be born in Iquique, Chile, is a godsend that life awarded me.” Her Italian father and American mother blended the
inheritance of their voices, which she transformed into inspiration unifying prose, verse and music. Her cultural work, her poetry readings,
and plays which have been acknowledged by authorities, universities, schools, and public in general, have been applauded in national and
international events. Her play, Andean Play PUNKU ARIKA, on the Origin of the Incan Empire, was presented for a week at the French
theater, L’lle de France, in Paris.The Basilicta Region in Italy made Il Ritorno Lucano their official anthem. Her most important books are:
Tarapacá; Coronación de Chile; Canto a mi Patria; Kuyaskay; Himno Oficial a la Universidad Arturo Prat; Iquique y el Nitrato,Tiempo
de Recordar; Salitre, Fulgor Ensombrecido; Cuento Rural deVegetales; Apología a mi Tierra.
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What colors or smells take you back to your
childhood?
In general, the Italian spirit that surrounded my home… my
father was born in Italy. He was very young when he came
here - seventeen years old. He arrived in Iquique after
having lived in different places; everybody told him, ‘go to
Iquique because there you’ll find a lot of people from Opido
Lucano.’ When I was a child, my family taught me to recite
poetry, and because it was a custom to visit Italian families,
wherever I went I was asked to recite…‘Irisita … recite a
poem.’ I stood on a chair to recite.

I’ve done many things. I directed the Icaiza Literary and
Music Workshop which was formed by many goodhearted teachers. We organized presentations for about
35 years. We were always sponsored by the Department of
Education, and by the Spanish and Italian communities.

How do you write, by inspiration, by reaction, or
do you plan and organize? Does inspiration come
to you in unusual places?
Now, I write a quarter or half an hour, I leave my writing
there and the next day I rewrite everything again in a
different way. I write everything on paper and my husband
At what point in your life did you start writing, types it on the computer. I use a black pen and I write in
the most modest copybook that I can find. A long time ago,
and how was the initial experience?
I started writing when I was a little girl. I was the sixteenth I used to write in those copybooks that were given out by
daughter, the last one and everybody was fond of me…it’s the government, in the schools, so at the end of the year
true. When I was five or six, I learned to read and write. there were one or two spare ones that I used for writing; my
This was very useful because there was a terrible crisis in brother always gave me big copybooks as well.
Iquique and my father wanted to go back to Italy. My mother
would say, ‘Let’s go to Peru… Grandma and my cousins are You are the author of the hymn of the Universidad
in El Callao.’ My mother won and we all moved to Peru. We Arturo Prat, can you tell us about your
stayed there for two years. I was the best student in my class. composition?
In fact, a few things really strike me about that. I remember
the time when I attended a luncheon with Mr. Pinochet
How were your parents?
My mother embodied God’s goodness. My mother had to and Carlos Lombardi, a deceased doctor. Carlos told Mr.
face many challenges and we were not a rich family. My Pinochet that the city needed to have a university with the
father made perfumes. He learned how to do this in Buenos name Arturo Prat. Pinochet answered immediately, ‘good
Aires. In that city, he worked in a beauty parlor where there suggestion.’ My heart turned, maybe I had been dreaming of
were 20 chairs. He started in the last chair and moved up something like that. I arrived home, and I couldn’t sleep so I
to the first one. He knew about remedies to avoid hair loss. said, I’m going to write a hymn for Universidad Arturo Prat;
I wrote the hymn before the university was even created. A
How can you define your lifestyle?
music teacher, Norma Petersen, helped me with the music.
Very slow.And even though I have had lots of serious illnesses, Then there was a contest to select the university hymn and
I won.
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Some books everybody should read?
I guess Leyenda de Mamiña is a beautiful book, people should
consider reading this book because it tells about this region;
what I have published about the ‘Pampa.’ Of course, Prat’s
life which I wrote in verse and song. Pablo Neruda and
Gabriela Mistral; with one of them we went to Oficina
Alianza. Gabriela Mistral visited Iquique; I admire her
because everything for her turned out to be difficult, and
I appreciate the depth in her writings. When I was dating
Manuel, my husband, we met at Plaza Condell at Serrano
street. Neruda used to go there and he sat on the same
bench waiting until the Communist Party headquarters
would open, it was located opposite the plaza.
How would you define your style?
My style is simple but strong; Andrés Sabella wrote this
once. He didn’t tell me anything. Quite by chance, I read
the newspaper where he indicated that there were a lot of
writers in Iquique who were bound to succeed but Iris Di
Caro is the one whose writing is powerful. I’m very happy I
was born in Iquique.

Guillermo Ward. I liked to stage plays using puppets and
muppets. It was a difficult time here in Iquique…Pinochet
had just started ruling the country. I knew the Regional
Secretary of the Ministry of Education - he had been a friend
of ours for years; I asked him, “What happens if I prepare a
musical about October 12th in the Municipal Theater?” “It’s
going to be a special topic,” I said - I’m going to use big
puppets. I’ll hang them and then I’ll throw them down with
a rope... and I did it. It was nice.
Your have explored different literary expressions
and genres, do you think there is anything else to
be done?
At this point in my life, no. People can take advantage of
what I know. The Andean region seduces me, I have four
Andean works, they tell a lot about the region’s history and
I have written plays of its legends.
What are you proud of?
I feel satisfied. I don’t suffer from that crazy pride. Many
young people remember me, ex students, some ladies that I
know have children and they tell me, “Mrs. Iris, remember
that you taught me a very nice poem for children.”

How is the region present in your literary works?
An enormous place, my song is hearty / sea and caliche flows
from my song / my voice is a storm form the mountain How would you like to be remembered?
range / and it moves towards the towns: With these words I I don’t have a special wish regarding that question. If they
tell about the good and the bad of the North.
like something about my work, they can take it. I’m glad the
university has the hymn that I wrote.
Could you tell us something else about your career
and the people you have worked with?
I was called by Universidad del Norte to teach some classes;
it was good. Then I was on TV with Carlos Villagra. I
remember Norma Petersen fondly organizing my scores…
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Hymn of Universidad Arturo Prat

More information about the writer:
WEB
www.crear.cl
http://www.sigpa.cl/ficha:carmela-iris-di-caro-castillo.html
http://www.basilicata.cc/artistilucani/schirone/parte2/index.htm
http://www.galeria-artefecundo.cl/artistas/literatura/iris/

In a concert the sea and the Andes
forge their teaching at the sun.
On the flora of nitrate
arise prayers to God.
The tamarugo raised its arms
in defiance of thirst,
youth vibrated lit
the miracle of faith.
Glory to Universidad Arturo Prat!
Glory to the University!
Oils of peace and love
spread light over its mind.
Glory to the University!
The future opens its doors
from the channels of yesterday
and arid dreams of rivers
that deserts will harvest.
A silent Esmeralda
builds scaffolding over the sea
Iquique is turning lights
the university was born!
(Choir)
Glory to Universidad Arturo Prat!
Glory to the University!
Oils of peace and love
spread light over its mind
Glory to the University!
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Carolina González

Carolina González, born in Iquique, is married and mother of two sons. She began writing poetry at a young age, hiding in the library
where she studied. Since 2003 she has published in magazines, web pages and anthologies which helped her gather enough courage to start
publishing on her own in digital format in 2006, and in traditional format in 2008. She is a tireless worker and promoter of literature, who
continuously plans and participates in literary events such as poetry readings, book launching, literary cafés with the purpose of integrating
other types of art such as dancing, music, and visual arts. She always hopes to reach every culture and social class, promoting the cultural
identity, especially, working with women and their rights. She was accepted as a member of the SECH (“Society of Chilean Writers”) in
2009. Currently, she is working on three literary projects and she teaches creative writing workshops for teenagers.
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Something about your childhood: How was
Carolina as a child?
I believe I was a normal, not at all quiet and a very talkative
girl. I was always happy and creative, surrounded by elves
and fairies…and endless imaginary friends. I used to spend
my days doing many things. I danced, sang, painted, created
games, and I loved reading. I guess it was during my childhood
when my vocation as a writer was born. I would hide in
the school library where I started writing my first stories
and verses. I don’t think I have changed much since then. I
am still surrounded by characters and muses, these are not
magical beings anymore, or are they? I feel like a child when
I enter the libraries and bookstores where you smell ink
and paper. The creativity that the bookshelves hold amazes
me, and smelling the sea and the sand seduces me as well.
When I read, or sometimes when I write, I continue being
that girl who remained quiet when my grandparents told
stories.
How did your family deal with your vocation as a
writer at the beginning?
I think it was a natural process. I always did something that
was linked to the arts. I learned to dance, I acted, and I
made crafts. I guess my family expected me to be an actress,
because I’m an extrovert. All of the people in my family
have had this artistic tendency. For example, my brother is
a watercolor artist. They let us be ourselves, especially me,
the youngest.They were not surprised when I told them that
I was going to be published for the first time. They always
supported me but they were not surprised.

How would you define your style of life?
I live a healthy life. I like being with my family and friends,
listening to music, going out and having fun. I have a quiet
life with my job, my house and especially my children. I don’t
dream about having more than what I need, I’m happy with
having a roof above my head, being able to give my children
what they need and having good friends. I guess I manage my
life with ease and good humor… I don’t think about pain.
  
How would your self-portrait be?
I don’t know. It’s hard for me to see myself in the mirror.
If I did, I would be just like everybody knows me…just the
way I am. A messy woman, always finding a way to laugh
at herself, a loving mother and her children’s guardian, a
friend of her friends, lover of her loves, passionate about
everything and also passionate about not doing anything.
How do you write, by inspiration, by reaction, or
do you plan and organize? Does inspiration come
to you in unusual places?
It’s like throwing up, it doesn’t matter what emotion inspires
me. I write when I want, when I really feel the need to do
it… sometimes ideas come to me in the most inappropriate
moments but I write them down or I save them on my cell
phone… but they usually stay right there. I write until there
are no more words…then the right word comes. When I
have to, I organize ideas, correct them, trip them up, fight
with the text and let it free. I just write, without set or
important processes, always inspired.
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Tell us the title of a couple of books everybody
should read.
I don’t like recommending books that I believe should be
read; reading is something personal that has to be pleasant;
reading is a pleasure and pleasure does not exist when it is
imposed. If I have to recommend one book or buy one as a
gift, I would have to know the person, his or her likes and
interests. There are several books I believe are unforgivable
not to have read during our lifetime. What I do think and
believe and I always recommend is that people have to
read whatever they want, but read…one’s likes are refined
or defined with time, everybody takes his or her own time.

having been able to do some things when I was told ‘You
can’t do it.’

What is the nicest thing people have said about
your work?
Someone said I was brave because of the kind of poetry I
write. But this person has only read my first book. I hope
he continues thinking the same when he reads the others.
Once when I was in a literary workshop, I read a short
story. A friend of mine who reads a lot thought the one
who had written the story was another person, someone
well-known, and I thought… “Great!” someone who
thinks I write as good as he does. Another one I remember
Do you have a permanent ritual for writing?
now, but I’m not sure if this is really nice, I guess it can
A ritual? No… however, I like to be in silence. When my be even vulgar if you think about it seriously…however,
family sees me with the ‘thing’ (the laptop) they look over it was funny because of the ironic tone that was used (I
my shoulder, if they see I’m creating, they leave me alone. hope it was irony), “I read your poems almost with just one
I’m used to hiding in order to write. It’s like being with hand.” What I have heard is from people I know, so I would
a lover, and it really is. I want privacy to get undressed say that their opinions are biased.
and give myself over to words…some other times, I can
be an exhibitionist and I write anywhere…surrounded by How would you like to be remembered?
people who pass by without seeing me…As I told you I I have my ego too well trained to think about something
write when I need to.
as pretentious as being remembered for my literary work.
However, I would like my children to remember me as the
What are you proud of?
woman who loved them the most in this world, the one
Maybe this will sound vain but I’m proud of myself; proud who was always there and never stopped fighting for them;
of recognizing myself as a woman, the one who fights for my friends will remember me as a ‘friend,’ and for the rest
what she wants and for the ones she loves, for having tried who really knew me, I would like to be a good memory
many times without being frightened by failure, for having that makes them laugh... but that’s all... if they have the
stood up and faced up to my problems. I’m satisfied with time and feel like remembering me.
my life which has not been a garden of roses, fortunately.
What makes me feel really proud and perhaps arrogant is
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I am a part of my own self
an inconsistent breed of woman and girl
I am an unfinished sentence, a half truth
an answer to no questions
a book lying on a shelf as if expecting to be read
Real and inconstant
so blue and so wide
so misunderstood and non-explored like the
immensity of our mother-sea of whom I am
permanently in love with
I describe my figure
as a still shadow
An unlearned math lesson
a light which was never lit

More information about the writer:
WEB
www.crear.cl
http://caingove.blogspot.com
http://www.contenidoslocales.cl/destacados/6026/la-pasion-de-iquiqueen-lapluma-de-carolina-gonzalez

I am what I am and what I show
Without artifacts or flashy jewelry
A person who loves
and needs words
to express her feelings
in the attempt of calling them poetry
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Oscar Hahn

Oscar Hahn was born in Iquique in 1938. He lived in Arica from 1963 to 1973. Between 1971 and 1972, he participated as a
member of the University of Iowa International Workshop for Writers and at the same time obtained a Master of Arts. In 1974 he was
exiled in the United States. In 1977 Hahn received a Ph.D. from the University of Maryland. He was a professor for 30 years at the
University of Iowa. At present, he is an Emeritus Professor from the same university. Some important awards Mr. Hahn has received include,
Premio Casa de América de España, Lezama Lima in Cuba, Altazor in Chile and Premio Iberoamericano Pablo Neruda. In 2012 he received
the National Award in Literature. His most important books are: Arte de morir, Mal de amor, Apariciones profanas, En un abrir y cerrar de
ojos and La primera oscuridad.
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At what point in your life did you start writing,
and how was the initial experience?
I was about sixteen years old and lived in Rancagua. There,
in the historic square, after school, my girlfriend told me
to write an acrostic poem. I did not even know what it
was and my dealings with poetry were zero. Since I didn’t
want to look silly, I went to a friend’s house who was a poet
and asked him to write an acrostic poem for me. The next
day I showed this to my girlfriend but she didn’t believe me
and told me to write another one immediately. I did my
best. She read it and said: “Okay, I believe you.” I found it
surprising.
Tell us about the first poem that you wrote and
what you did with it.
Immediately after the acrostic poem episode, I walked back
home; I had discovered a new toy. I entered my bedroom
and I said to myself, “Okay, now I’m going to write a poem.”
I had seen some pigeons in the square, so that was the topic.
I wrote about twenty poems, all in the same notebook. But
I didn’t like any of them and I threw the notebook into the
river near my home.   
How do you write, by inspiration, by reaction, or
do you plan and organize? Does inspiration come
to you in unusual places?
It all starts with the presence of something I call
“appearances” in my mind. Dispersed verses, or verbal flashes
burst from inside. They don’t come from a dimension or a
strange alterity, as with religious revelations or mythological
intervention, whose origin is assumed to come from God
or the muses. My “appearances” are something completely

different from what we usually call inspiration. I have
compared this to other occurrences that fall within the
realm of the supernatural, as if someone were to see the
Virgin Mary. But mine are not religious apparitions, rather
they are profane and are externalized through speech.
How do you know when a poem is complete and
properly written?
It’s pure intuition. Something inside me says, as it does in the
poem by Juan Ramón Jiménez: “Do not touch it anymore.”
I’ve never had problems considering when a poem is
finished, except once. Gonzalo Rojas and l realized that. He
said: “This poem lacks something. I think it’s longer.” And
he was right.
What is the difference between a good writer and
a great writer?
A good writer satisfies aesthetic needs in the short term. A
great writer, however, has a permanent effect. His work is
able to say something meaningful for today’s generations as
well as for future generations. And ultimately that work will
be a classic, not because it is the most frequently read book,
but the most re-read book.  
Today it is easier to publish, either on paper or
virtually. Does this help or promote quantity over
quality?
It is not easy to publish on paper, but on Internet, it is.
In printed books, it’s the hand of the editor that controls
(sometimes, but not always) the dissemination of mediocre
books. On the Internet, however, that control is almost
nonexistent. The danger is that the proliferation of bad
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books may hide texts that are worth reading. As the proverb
says, we can’t see the forest for the trees. In other words,
the poems don’t let us see poetry.
What is the nicest thing people have said about
your work?
It’s funny, but it was meant as a negative opinion. Someone
trying to undercut me, said: “I dislike this poet because he
writes too well.” I thought, “How nice. I wish many people
would think the same.”  
How would you like to be remembered?
I’ve never been able to fully answer this question. I’d be
happy to be remembered. How? Perhaps with the smile of
those who remember me.
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Weather Report
My wife
was the weather woman
She predicted
her friends’ sexual temperature
without ever being wrong
She announced
with barometric precision
the storms that threatened our neighbors
She was wrong just once:
the day she went out on the street
in a summer dress
despite the dark clouds
More information about the writer:
WEB
www.crear.cl
http://www.memoriachilena.cl/temas/index.asp?id_ut=oscarhahn,(1938-)
http://amediavoz.com/hahn.htm
http://www.artepoetica.net/Oscar_Hahn.htm
http://www.letras.s5.com/archivohann.htm

the day I put my bags in the car
and headed out on the road
in the middle of thunder and lightning
(Translated from Spanish by James
Hoggard)
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Fernando Marttell

Fernando Marttell was born at Saltpeter Office Santiago Humberstone in 1954. He started writing poetry at an early age and has
received several awards, including First Place in the 1986 National Poetry Contest and First Place in the Ibero-American poetry contest. He
has published several poetry books: El Bosque Contaminado (1987), Canto a las Salitreras del Norte (1999 - 2012), Un Burro Soñaba que
Era Vaca y otros Poemas, Nosotros y la Dictadura, Anteayer, Judith, La Noche y Yo, Matanza en la Santa María y otras Lágrimas, Ángeles
de Alto Hospicio.The narratives that he has published are: El Espantapájaros, El Muñeco de Paja, Pampa Purgatorio, Un EscritorVisita mi
Escuela. At present, he lives in Alto Hospicio, El Boro.
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Are the topics of your literary works a projection
of your inner self, of small or large obsessions, or
do they change?
The topics change according to my mood, but I’ve tried to
let myself follow my ideals and dreams about love, history,
my own life, happenings that took place or occur in today’s
society.

years. They were short and innocent poems that tell about
love, death and even one of them is dedicated to President
Allende. I keep them to myself.

How do you write, by inspiration, by reaction, or
do you plan and organize? Does inspiration come
to you in unusual places?
My poems come up spontaneously and I let myself go.
How was your childhood?
I’m not of the type of writer who needs to be alone for
Until I was six years old, I lived at the saltpeter offices. I inspiration, and the sound of TV or radio doesn’t bother me
don’t remember much about those days, I just keep some when I write. However, once I start something I become so
images that come to my memory like flashes. I remember, obsessed that I don’t stop until I finish. Many times, I have to
for example, walking along San Enrique Street with my get up at dawn to continue writing something that I started
parents; accompanying an aunt to Humberstone plaza, going during the day.
to the food market with my mother to buy some things. I
also used to play with my cousins and friends at the place When do you feel a book is finished?
where the workmen worked with the salpeter residues... It’s been a long time since I stopped writing poetry but
I’ll treasure those memories of the past forever in my soul. when I used to do it I was very strict with the words in my
verses. Now that I write in prose, I’m as rigorous as I was
At what point in your life did you start writing, before. I check what I have written again and again, and even
and how was the initial experience?
so I’m never sure what the last words should be.
I was about eleven or twelve years old when I first heard the
word “verse” and it was like a blow to my head. I started to What do you currently write about?
search in school textbooks and in a magazine “Rosita” that I come from a family of “pampinos” (people that lived and
my mother used to read. There, verses and poems of well- worked at the saltpeter offices in Northern Chile); my
known and anonymous writers were published. Guided by grandparents, my parents and I were born at the Santiago
those authors, I started to write my first verses. These were Humberstone Office. This is the reason why my favorite
horrible but I guarded them jealously until I was sixteen; topic is related to that period of time in the Atacama Desert;
and at that point, I burned them all.
the people who lived and worked in the driest desert of the
world. I feel great admiration for these people, however,
Tell us about the first poem that you wrote and these days I am devoted to writing children’s stories.
what you did with it.
Fortunately, my books are used as materials in schools in
I don’t remember how I wrote the first verse even though I Alto Hospicio.
still keep the notebook where I have some drafts from those
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What is the nicest thing people have said about
your work?
When I visit a school in Alto Hospicio, I give a talk about my
books El Espantapájaros and the second part of El Muñeco de
Paja. The boys and girls feel thrilled and give me hugs and
kisses. They give me letters or drawings and ask me to sign
their books.That moves me and makes me feel that what I’m
doing means a lot to people. The boys and girls don’t need
to say anything about my work, and I feel very rewarded
with the affection I receive.
What has poetry brought to your life?
I’ve always thought that I was an intruder in poetry... Even
though I have received more than one award, including
national First Place and Latin American First Place in 1986
(awards for which Latin American and Spanish poets are
nominated), I would say that my time as a poet is marked by
deception and failure.
What are you proud of?
I feel proud but it has nothing to do with literature; it is
about my family: I’m proud of the father I had and lost when
I was ten years old. Although I knew him very little, he was
a good man, smart, trustworthy; a great fellow. I’m proud
of my mother who is a widow who worked very hard so we
would never starve. She faced exhaustion and humiliation
many times. I’m also proud of my only daughter, though I
think she made me a grandfather too soon.
How would your mother introduce you?
My mother is 83 years old. All that I write is read by her
first, and although she’s never told me, I know she is proud
of me. If she had to introduce me, she could use simple,

modest and plain words, those used by the women from the
Atacama Desert.
How would you like to be remembered?
To tell the truth, I’ve never thought about this question but
if in the future people want to remember me for what I did
or wrote, or if they forget me and my writing, you can be
sure it will all be the same for me. My epitaph should read,
“He was a rolling stone.”
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POEM WITH NO NAME
A donkey was dreaming that he was a cow
The cow was dreaming that she was a pig
The pig was dreaming that he was a man
The man did not dream at all
He was a donkey, a cow and a pig

More information about the writer:
WEB
www.crear.cl
www.fernandomarttell.bligoo.cl
Facebook: Fernando Marttell Cámara – poeta escritor
Author’s e-mail: poescrit@live.cl
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Juan José Podestá

Juan José Podestá was born in 1979, in Tocopilla, Chile. He is a writer and journalist, and is presently pursuing a Master’s degree in
Latin American Literature. He is the author of a book of poems called Novela Negra, and the book of tales El Tema es Complicado (2013).
He was recently included in the anthology Predicar en el Desierto that contains thirteen poets from the north of Chile, and in the book
Nunca Salí del Horroroso: Relatos sobre la Violencia en Chile. He has participated in several literary events in Chile as well as in other
countries, and has been included in several poetic anthologies. He is currently preparing a book of tales and poems.
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What colors and smell make you return to your
childhood?
The smells of the sea and oregano. I see myself smelling a
plastic box full of oregano. I didn’t realize that it was so
fixed in my memory until I was older and took out an open
packet and when I sensed the smell again, it connected me
with that period of my childhood. I reminisced about those
times. Sometimes I go to the kitchen, get the plastic flask
with oregano and smell it (it is probably the same smell
from my childhood).

as imagination, which as we know, is the madwoman of the
house.

A couple of books everybody should read...
Some books: Moby Dick by Melville, The Great Gatsby by F.
Scott Fitzgerald, On the Road by Kerouac, Poemas y Antipoemas
by Nicanor Parra, Introducción a Santiago by José Angel
Cuevas, Arte de Vaticinar by Hernán Miranda, Poeta en New
York by Federico García Lorca, Conversación en la Catedral by
Vargas Llosa, Ficciones by Borges, Rojo y Negro by Stendhal,
Hijo de Ladrón by Manuel Rojas, Los Detectives Salvajes by
What were the limits of your dreams in childhood? Bolaño, Relación Personal by Gonzalo Millán, Crónica de Una
How were your dreams nourished?
Muerte Anunciada by García Márquez, Rayuela by Cortázar,
As an only child, I was strongly linked with my inner Residencia en la Tierra by Neruda, Cuentos Romanos by Alberto
world and the realm of dreams. Literature sneaked in, Moravia, La Trilogía de New York by Paul Auster and many
offering the possibility of connecting with other people, others I can’t remember now.
of releasing a type of loneliness which is common in only
children. Reading stories, comics and magazines shaped my How do you write, by inspiration, by reaction, or
unfocused childhood imagination, and that certainly helped do you plan and organize? Does inspiration come
me to become a writer.
to you in unusual places?
I agree with Juan Carlos Onetti when he says that there’s no
What influences have you received as a writer?
place or exact time to write. I can spend weeks or months
A great deal of American literature: Melville, Sherwood and not write a single word. On other occasions I write
Anderson, Hemingway, Fitzgerald, Cheever, Kerouac, day and night as long as I find some time before or after
Bukowsky, Carver, Shepard and many others. Also Borges, a working day. It depends on the images, or situations, or
Cortázar, Manuel Rojas, Roberto Bolaño, Varga Llosa, poets readings, or ideas accumulated through time. Whenever I’ve
like Villón, Quevedo, Cesare Pavese, César Vallejo, Kavafis, felt the imperative to write, I’ve found myself without pen
Elliot, Gianuzzi, Cisneros, Neruda, Gonzalo Millán, or paper. I stoically quit what I am doing at that moment
Enrique Lihn, Jorge Teillier, Tomas Harris, Hernán Miranda, in order to write what I think. One can’t go through life
Nicanor Parra, and many narrators and poets. Film-makers pretending that any idea is worth being written. That
and painters. Woody Allen, Almodóvar, the painter Edward means an enormous ego and nonsense. Onetti also said that
Hopper, Ricardo Irarrázabal; urban photography, punk literature is a prostitute, not a wife. I support his statement.
music, good journalism and friends. Influences are as messy
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Do you have a permanent ritual in writing?
To have a precise idea of what I’m going to tell.

neverlasting crisis if we can call it that. But it always manages
to be a real winner, like an escort lady.

How is the region present in your literary works?
So far, not much, but I hope that it may change with time.
One must assume a mental territory, geographic or symbolic.
However, one doesn’t own, to any extent, everything
which one produces. But since there’s something called the
will, I’m sure the North will enter that diffuse space that
constitutes my literary work. I was born in Tocopilla and
arrived in Iquique when I was six years old, then I studied
in Santiago and stayed there for ten years; later I returned
to the North. The territory is what one wants his personal
homeland be - and in my opinion geography may be only one
aspect of something larger. The desert appears occasionally
in my stories and poems, however, if I had to talk about MY
territory, it is family, love, friends and literature.

What is the nicest thing people have said about
your work?
I don’t have “literary works” like Jorge Teillier has, or
Gonzalo Millán, or Enrique Lihn. I just have one published
book.

When do you feel a book is finished?
Never, because writing a book is very similar to entering an
endless tunnel which is full of underground alleys one will
never explore thoroughly. Therefore, the book one writes is
always the book one didn’t write. I may decide to leave the
book, but the story might continue, infinitely testing various
options.
Is literature in crisis nowadays?
I’ve always thought that literature develops within a
permanent crisis. It may be due to eventual setback in the
tastes of readers, or persecution by silly dictators or because
a new form of entertainment has appeared. Literature will
always be in crisis since the new ways of narrating stories
challenge the old ones. In that sense literature lives a

Would a writer feel honored to have a street named
after him or her?
Any writer who thinks that literature is posterity, reward,
or profit, is wrong. Literature is expression, it’s as Charly
García says, to try to make fire with a storm. Illusions may
exist, but illusion is never a reward, literature doesn’t pay
you back, we do our best effort, that’s all. Maybe I can make
friends but that’s not a reward because you can also get to
know and like people in adverse circumstances.
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PANTOMIME

More information about the writer:
WEB
www.crear.cl
http://www.memoriachilena.cl/temas/index.asp?id_
ut=oscarhahn,(1938-)
http://amediavoz.com/hahn.htm
http://www.artepoetica.net/Oscar_Hahn.htm
http://www.letras.s5.com/archivohann.htm

To go into the night in the North may be risky
The beach suggests calm, but it’s a reason to destroy you
The sand evokes other sands
the sea other seas
Everything is something different
and there is no escape from this gizmo
False stage (real false)
Model modelled
Design experience
The night, tonight,
is not real
This night in the north
cheats
cheats
cheats
you must know at once
Everything is happening elsewhere
better
with more style
and delineated characters
with unrivaled neatness
Assume
live this, but don’t enjoy,
repeat other gestures
in an endless pantomime
that dates from centuries
Get used to being the opacity
a happier distance
Keep your head down
and think of this
it’s the best
that could happen to you
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Guillermo Ross-Murray

Guillermo Ross-Murray En tus Propias Narices (1969), Mimbre editions, was the title of his first book. In those days, Antofagasta was
his home, his city: the place to read, reread, dream, write, and of course, the place for the always astonishing adventure he called living.
He shared his professional and literary tasks, and the university sheltered him. Nevertheless, he was not a stranger to the world of Chilean
rumors and rebellion. Seven times ten years have passed and here in Iquique he tries to follow Guillermo Deisler’s thoughts; (1940 – 1995)
his first editor, friend, and, comrade: “Poetry is concerned with everything, but within this universe it fundamentally pursues the human.”
The latest book of poems published (of his and others) is: Poesía en Situación de Olvido (2013).
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How were you as a little boy?
Well, I’ve always used three descriptors in my
autobiography: I’m a local man from Iquique, an only
child, and a poet. I’ve been the apple of my parents’ eyes
to an extreme. My father died at 49 so I was brought up
and spoiled by my uncles, grandparents and aunts.
   
And as a student?
I was always the first in my class, without any effort. I received
first place in a national exam called the “Bachillerato.” The
exam also included biology and mathematics. I could have
studied at any university in the country but I preferred the
Universidad de Antofagasta because it was nice to be there
when the institution was getting started.
   
At what point in your life did you start writing,
and how was the initial experience?
It was in a natural way because my mother also wrote and
played the piano. I spent my time in a bookstore called
“Librería Victoria” which was in front of Plaza Prat. I think
that my early literary background took place when there
was a literary contest in my school, “Colegio Don Bosco.”
A priest organized the contest during the month honoring
Virgin Mary: we had to write a short essay based on his
homilies. I received first place.
   
How can you define your lifestyle?
It’s a mixture of things where the main idea is to be a
libertarian. I’ve been blessed by the gods with the job I have
and which everybody envies. I’m responsible for Iquique’s
newspaper library at the City Hall Corporation for Social
Development. I also help with and collaborate on cultural
activities. Sometimes people ask for biographies and

information about the North of Chile. My job here supports
my literary activities.
   
How would your self-portrait be?
Guillermo Ross-Murray is first of all an Iquiquenian (native
of Iquique), an only child and a poet. What does it all mean?
That being a local from Iquique, I’m an addicted to history
and sports. A man who is not afraid of loneliness, quite the
contrary. As an only child, I was loved infinitely. All I know
about cooking is making a cup of tea with a tea bag. A poet,
a man who tries to catch the magic of beauty with words.
   
Tell us the title of a couple of books everybody
should read.
La Luz Viene del Mar by Nicomedes Guzmán; it’s about
Iquique during the first half of the 20th century. The other
one was written by an Italian writer, Giuseppe Ungaretti; a
poem by this writer is From other floods I hear a pidgeon. An
that’s the whole poem. He is one of the few poets whose
poems I know by heart, With the sea I make a coffin of freshness.
He was born in Alexandria, Egypt.
Do you have a permanent ritual for writing?
Not really; actually, something is always going on during
the day. It’s like an onion and its many layers, it softens and
suddenly, it’s ready to be sliced, seasoned and cooked.
   
When do you feel a book is finished?
Never, that’s the truth of the matter. It will be finished when
I’m finished. I read and reread my work every now and then,
I never leave it, it’s always with me.
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From your perspective, what makes the difference
for some writers to take a leap to fame?
In general, a creative work is a dynamic triangle. On different
sides you have the creator, then the result, and after that, the
reader.When there is harmony among these three elements,
there is fame. Sometimes, they don’t coincide and it takes
years for the triangle to appear.
  
How would you define your style?
I have two different sides. One is poetry of lumnious
loneliness, and the other is dark loneliness. The dark one is
about September, 1973. Most of my poetry takes place in the
North of Chile. We, the Northeners, have more imagination
than Southeners, we live in an eternal territory, we have
the sea and the desert. In our poetry man and memory
have more presence. I attended a conference for writers in
Puerto Montt (in Southern Chile) and there they felt that
mine is the poetry of memory; I agree with that evaluation.
In general your publication pace is rather slow but
you are considered a reference point in Northern
literature. Can you comment about this?
The thing is not just to write for the sake of writing. One
day Rubén Darío was with some fellow writers and he
heard someone saying, “I write seven to eight sonnets in
one night.” Rubén Darío replied, “In my case, I can’t write,
three verses in three months,” and he was writing La Marcha
Triunfal.
How is region evident in your literary works?
I’ve always said that man is not levitating; what really
matters is where and when. I’m essentially a man from the
North. And you can put this in quotation marks: “I detest
the forest.” I really like the desert and this sense of belonging

is present in my poetry and writing style. I’m not generous
about indicating my qualities, but my poetry is sustained by
nouns and verbs and is a testimonial to our reality.
Today it is easier to publish, either on paper or
virtually. Does this help or promote quantity over
quality?
I think that it doesn’t make much difference. Creation
must be a process. For example, in the past people wrote
anonymously, then they attended a literary workshop or
something was published in a literary magazine, and then
the first book was launched. Nowadays, in contrast, many
people skip those stages and publish their first book and
regret it later.
What is the nicest thing people have said about
your work?
A Brazilian friend used to say that my poetry is about things
that exist, the ones that are real and beautiful. I always say
that a writer must have aesthetic, supportive, and ethical
duties; it means to be with the others, hence my involvement
with human right groups.
How would you like to be remembered?
As a man who tried to maintain harmony between what
he thought, felt and did. And also the commitment that an
intellectual, a creator has, I mean, a commitment which is
ethical, esthetic and supportive with society.
Write an epitaph for your grave.
It’s ready. It’s a poem that was written by a little known
writer, his name is José Angel Valente. It reads, Man has so
many kingdoms / and the most obscure is memory. Up to here.  
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Madrigal to Sofía
Dream of me, at least once:
Let it be enough
with the realm of your eyes!
Solidarity
It is enough for me to open my arms
to experience pain
for the whole of mankind

More information about the writer:
WEB
www.crear.cl
http://callebaquedano.blogspot.com/
http://www.memoriachilenaparaciegos.cl/archivos2/pdfs/MC0005339.pdf
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Abraham Sanhueza

Abraham Sanhueza was born on July 6, 1968, in Santiago, Chile and moved to Iquique when he was eight years old. He is a selftaught artist and has participated in various workshops and drama training courses both in Iquique and in the capital of Chile. Thirty
years of continuous activity have contributed to his success. In 1993, Mr. Sanhueza created the Antifaz Theater Company in Iquique and
today he is considered one of the most important cultural managers in Northern Chile. His plays Sexcriminación and Mi Nombre Es Rosa
have been performed in foreign countries such as Spain, Mexico, Colombia and Argentina. He has recently been accepted as a member of the
National Society of Authors, Film and Media Artists, ATN-Chile.
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What colors or smells take you back to your
childhood?
The smell of fruit… in my childhood home. This was in
Santiago, on Villarrica street at the Cisterna commune. There
was always lots of fruit and whenever I smell fruit I go back
to those years and to that place.

What is your mother like?
She is simple. My mother is a humble and very hard-working
woman… she never says “no” to me, she is always willing to
give me her unconditional support… she has never stopped
me from doing anything I have wanted to do… she is a good
woman and that’s why I love her.

What was your nickname when you were a child?
I have always been called Abraham…. My name is Segundo
Abraham Sanhueza López, but I don’t like to be called
Segundo.

How do you write, by inspiration, by reaction, or
do you plan and organize? Does inspiration come to
you in unusual places?
The truth is that inspiration comes alone; things happen and
shocking situations grab me and make me think… then I
reflect on what has happened and try to figure out how I can
transform my ideas into a play. I think about my ideas and
thoughts for several days, weeks, months until I feel I have
enough material…I sit down at my computer and I start
organizing my ideas, the characters, the story.

When did you start writing? How was the first
experience?
My first drafts were poems, and my first writings were
always reviewed by the poet Mrs. Iris Di Caro from Iquique
whom I deeply respect. I especially appreciate her delicate
and graceful way of writing. After my first attempts to write
poetry, I started writing some essays, stories, and finally
drama. Writing plays gives me pleasure and makes me feel
most comfortable. Thank God, I have done pretty well.
Some of my plays have been presented in Spain, Mexico and
Colombia.
How would you define your lifestyle?
Quiet, I am a homebody, and I like to be far from the
maddening crowd.
How would your self-portrait be?
I would say that I’m kind of a loner, shy, a bit self-absorbed
sometimes, or a hermit. When I concentrate on a project, I
want to be left alone and not be interrupted. I hate being
taken out of that world…currently it’s hard to attain
privacy, because I’m in charge of a cultural center and I’m
dealing with various cultural projects.

What has influenced you as a writer?
Well, my strongest influence has been Iris Di Caro. I was 13
or 14 years old when she started to encourage me to write, to
love words, transmit emotions, dreams, and wishes through
the quill pen… thanks to her passion for poetry and drama, I
discovered that this was the road I had to follow.
Tell us the title of a couple of books everybody
should read.
Edgar Allan Poe:Tales; Anton Chekhov: Short stories; Hernán
Rivera Letelier: Cuentos sobre la Pampa Salitrera; Gabriel García
Márquez: One Hundred Years of Solitude; Pablo Neruda: Poetry;
William Shakespeare: Hamlet.
What book would you like to write?
I would like to write a play for theater that is set in World War
II. The story would be about two people that love each other
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but belong to different social classes. I’d like to write about type of language, fresh and new expressions; words that can
impossible love, the impossible union, but in spite of all that, be easily understood by any kind of reader.
these individuals successfully overcome these odds and love
Can literature compete with television, live
each other until death causes them to drift apart.
performances, thrillers, popular music?
If you write good literature, literature that gets to people’s
Do you have a permanent ritual for writing?
Well, I lock myself up in my room, with a cup of tea or coffee, hearts, if the topics used are contemporary and these are in
some cookies and I listen to instrumental classical music or harmony with overpowering words… I guess that literature
contemporary music that hints of mystical and ancestral can compete against TV, live performances, etc.
influence, sounds of nature, etc.
Today it is easier to publish, either on paper or
virtually. Does this help or promote quantity over
What is inspiration for you?
Inspiration is the exact moment of a project in the mind of quality?
a writer, it’s the beginning of an emotion, of a dream, of a It depends on how we view this ease of publishing, because
story… it’s a nudge to dreams, a nudge to what has been in my own case I don’t like reading a book on a computer.
longed for… inspiration comes alone, you don’t look for it, I like a book on paper. I like to hold it, feel it, go through
it as many times as needed. In this way, I feel closer to
you don’t call it… It simply arrives when it’s time.
the book, the author, the play, the characters. But in the
computer everything seems colder and it doesn’t take me
When do you feel a book is finished?
I think that when a writer finishes a book, he is never a hundred into the dream, or the ideals or the story the book suggests.
percent sure to have really finished it… not even when it has It is helpful for those, like me, who don’t have the resources
been printed and it is out for sale… new questions and ideas to publish on paper… but still, I prefer the book on paper.
arise for better things… I don’t know, I guess one finishes
a book on paper but in your heart, in your mind, it’s never What are you proud of?
I’m proud of writing what I feel. I have never written for
completed.
money. I do it because I like it; writing comes to me and if
someone else likes what I write, I feel paid; satisfied.
How would you define your style?
Well, I go for a more formal, classic, familiar drama, about
everyday issues that can be happening here or anywhere else Of the books you have published, which one would
you like to remain for posterity?
in the world.
Well, the piece of work that I love the most, not only for
its content and poetry is Sexcriminación. I love this work.
Is literature in crisis nowadays?
I don’t think literature is in crisis; life changes and more Emotionally, it means a lot to me.
effort has to be done to get to young people and encourage
them to read. This makes it a ‘must’ to use a more colloquial
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SexCrimination
(fragment)

More information about the writer:
WEB
www.crear.cl
http://www.quedelibros.com/libro/36748/Sexcriminacion-teatro.html
http://www.libroos.es/31793-post1.html
http://www.yoescribo.com/publica/comunidad/autor.aspx?cod=47864
http://mazteatro-sanhueza.blogspot.com
Author´s e-mail: abrahamsanhuezalopez@gmail.com,
espacioteatralantifaz@gmail.com

You were just like a dream, an
existential dream which was real
only inside my imagined truth, and
here, inside myself, you are still being
you, quiet, silent, perhaps fearful,
but you are here, and I am here in
front of you, ready for you, with open
arms. Allow me to dream, allow my
voice, drowning into the emotion
of frivolous reality, to idealize you,
beautiful and sensual…And I have
dreamed of you so anxiously, with
such a strong desire, that last night,
at the break of dawn, I thought that
you were back and between the covers
of my bed, shyly delirious, with no
prejudice, no pity, no modesty…
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Craig Czury

Craig Czury: Born Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, 1951. Spent 15 years hitchhiking North America, working odd jobs and studying with
major American poets. Poet in schools, prisons, homeless shelters, mental hospitals and community centers for 25 years. Author of American
Know-How: Patent Pending, Kitchen of Conflict Resolution, In My Silence to Justify, God’s Shiny Glass Eye, among others, his books have
been translated into Spanish, Italian, Albanian, Russian, Lithuanian and Macedonian. Poet Laureate of Berks County from 2010-2012,
also awarded the Laureateship of Ditët e Naimet International Albanian Poetry Festival in 2011, he received the prestigious F. Lamott
Belin Scholarship for Artists in 2012 to continue Marcellus gas region hitchhiking interviews. Earned an M.F.A. degree from Wilkes
University in 2008, and teaches writing at the T.E.A. Factory and Albright College in Reading, Pennsylvania.
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What colors or aromas remind you of your
childhood?
I grew up in the N.E. Pennsylvania “coal regions.” The
primary colors I was born into were black, gray, brown and
green. I knew red, yellow, orange, blue, but didn’t discover
what they really were until I lived in Mexico. The household
aromas of my childhood are cigar smoke and liver & onions.

Montana, and worked odd jobs where the bosses worked
right alongside me, that I learned that to have character was
a high virtue.

I found the woman who gave birth to me (Betty
Kawalkiewicz, Polish / Ukrainian), when I was 39. She
looked just like me, except for a few lines on her face I don’t
yet have. She introduced me to everyone as her SON...it
At what moment in your life did you begin to write? was undeniable. It was the first time in my life I was with
How was your initial experience as a writer?
someone I belonged to. She drank herself to death within 6
It was my mother sitting down each afternoon between months as a result. I was a secret she believed she would take
ironing and Loretta Young Theater to write letters to her to her grave. Her remaining 4 sisters, (my biological aunts)
faraway friends to bring them closer that taught me to write took one look at me, saw instantly my resemblance to their
to the one faraway to bring closer. It was my old man’s father and have never spoken to me since.
backhand at the dinner table because of my mouth that sent
me to my room with all those playful and ridiculous ideas he What influences have been important to you?
was embarrassed to hear. All that boyhood he gave me but Because all language and vision comes to me “in translation,”
continually punished me for because he didn’t have one. His thanks to neurons, I mostly learned how to write poetry
quick gigantic finger in my face “What’s the big idea.” “Who from reading the great world poets in translation. Born of
do you think you are!”
the coal mines, it was the South American poets, Neruda,
Vallejo, Parra, Juarroz... whose panked “surrealism” comes
If your mother were to introduce you, how would out of the earth like gnarled potatos, I understood the tones
she do it?
and undertones of their broken English. Later came Celan,
Which mother? The woman who raised me, (Nelda Hikmet, Ritsos, Alegría, Lihn, Reverdy, Paz, Huidobro…
Fortwangler, Pennsylvania Dutch/Welsh), often introduced
me as her son the “character.” It was usually after being Some books that everyone should read...
slapped for some “smart” remark. Driving around with my Change your name and run away from home. Spend 5 years
dad (John Churry/Csuri, Hungarian), they quickly pointed hitchhiking or just knocking around the world, working
out the derelicts standing on the street corners, saying to odd jobs, then read books...books that want to make you
me, “You know bud, if you keep up like you are, you’re write, or you can’t help write because the words of your
going to end up like that character over there, or like that experiences race to speak to the words you’re reading, then
character over there. It wasn’t until I moved out west to turn the page.
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What book would you like to write?
I actually would like to write a book that people want to
read. I need the dough.
Is there an “indispensable ritual” which you follow
prior to writing?
Yes, the hangover. The struggle to gain my wits when all
nerve-endings are raging on the surface. Writing is my
attempt to answer, “Holy shit, what happened?”
For you, what is inspiration?
Walking into a bookstore and not finding any of my books
in the poetry section. Flipping through the lit mags and not
finding my name.
When is a book finished?
I move the words around until they feel right. A book? I
move the poems into sequence where they’re talking out of
each other. Finished? Notice I use the page for punctuation.
In your work, what is the role of your geographical
region?
The coal region was my perfect mirror...abandoned and
gutted. My poems wrote themselves broken and wheezing...
black, hard and dark in their attitudes, their intolerable
judgment.
Do you believe that literature is in crisis?
Literature is crisis! Literature is born out of crisis. In crisis?
Of course.

Since today it seems easier to publish (in paper or
on the web)... does quantity help or hinder quality?
Quantity? Quality? We’re talking about paper and
cyberspace. Everything can be erased or crashed. Open a
book, read a poem, close it, put it back in the shelf...where
does the poem live? Visibly, it might have well been written
with vanishing ink.
Currently, what are you writing about?
Currently I’m living in an old schoolhouse in the heart of
the Northeast Pennsylvania natural gas drilling (franking)
region. I’ve been on a poetry project for the past year and
half hitchhiking highway 29, conducting interviews with the
gas workers, farmers, locals, women who pick me up. Of
course they don’t know they’re being interviewed. I write
down what they tell me after they leave me out.
What positive comments have been made about
your work?
Craig Czury’s poetry crosses back and forth between the
page and performance. He combines his own voice with the
voices of living and dead. His aim…to create a conversation
as if at the same moment each of us awoke with our thoughts
against the dark window. - Richard Benesevich
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AMERICAN KNOW-HOW: Patent Pending
#05466
write a poem
across your lover’s belly with your tongue
record this poem on your answering machine

More information about the writer:
WEB
www.craigczury.com
http://alpialdelapalabra.blogspot.com/search/label/Craig%20Czury
http://stateimpact.npr.org/pennsylvania/2012/10/23/shale-country-troubadourthumbs-rides-for-his-muse/
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Barbara DeCesare

Barbara DeCesare is the author of three collections of poetry: jigsaweyesore (Anti-Man 1999), Silent Type (Paper Kite 2007), and
Adrift (Seventh Wave, 2007). DeCesare’s first book was adapted for song in an off-Broadway production entitled Dreamhouse, and her
short story “The Future” was adapted for a short film. She has given hundreds of performances, mostly in the Mid-Atlantic US, and her work
has been widely published and taught in universities. Currently, DeCesare is working in a performance art direction, writing tiny absurd
plays and long absurd poems for audience participation.
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What colors or aromas remind you of your
childhood?
I was born in 1971, so the colors of my childhood are the
milky jelly-bean colors of that decade, with the sun low on
the horizon, rising, the pale green grass unbrightened by
dew.

Gerard Manley Hopkins!). When I was about 12 years old,
I found two books in the library - one by Richard Brautigan
and one by Anne Sexton.They blew my mind. I learned from
them immediately that poetry encompassed the profane, the
absurd, the personal and the vernacular. Basically, it included
me. I fell in love.

Describe yourself as a child.
As a child, I wanted to be a boy. I was not a beautiful child,
so I thought that throwing out beauty altogether, throwing
out any expectations for being a girl, was my best bet.
I was happiest when I pretended to be a boy. And I was a
troublemaker. Big time.

Some books that everyone should read...
There are millions of books! I don’t know how I can tell
you what to read. I recommend Gabriel García Márquez
to everyone. Mostly, I believe in reading for pleasure. Read
politics, science, art, comics! Read what you love and what
you want. If you don’t love five things more than you love
writing, what will you write about? You live in the world read the world.

At what moment in your life did you begin to write?
How was your initial experience as a writer?
My mother had a journalism degree. She never got to work
in that discipline, but she wrote letters to the newspaper on
her little Olivetti manual typewriter. My mother subscribes
to right-wing political ideas, and her letters had an angry,
authoritarian tone. She would write them, call her friends
to read the letter and get advice, then the phone would ring
after it was published. There was so much energy and power
in that typewriter. I love to sneak its cover off and tap the
heavy keys. I also did a lot of scribbling, pretending I was
writing before I was able to. I couldn’t wait to write.

If your mother were to introduce you, how would
she do it?
My mother might introduce me as her “other daughter.”
Although my mother is a woman with an excellent education
and a deep love of literature and culture, she also has a lot
of fear about what I do (or might do) creatively. She doesn’t
read my work or ask me about what I do, and we keep a
safe distance in our conversations about my creative life.
She’s happy to hear when I have publications or speaking
engagements, but she’s just as happy not to know the details.
I think she’s afraid of how she’s perceived in my writing.
What would your self-portrait be like?
My other siblings are all successful in their own pursuits
My self-portrait would be a big squiggly mess of dark hair (my oldest brother is a Roman Catholic priest, my sister is
and a red football (American football) for a mouth.
a business owner, my three other brothers are all doing well
in quantitative terms) and I’m not sure she knows where
What influences have been important to you?
to file what I do as a financial or spiritual benefit. She can’t
Poetry was a very formal affair in my childhood (lots of commodify poetry, so she can’t be particularly proud of me.
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strengths (our movie theater went out of business, and now
there’s nothing to do except get cheap beer at the Glad
Crab). But it’s a hopeful community, which is why I moved
Is there an “indispensable ritual” which you follow here. I wanted to be a part of its rebirth, and I believe that
rebirth is possible.
prior to writing? For you, what is inspiration?
I find I am constantly inspired, and I make notes in my little
book or on receipts and napkins. I am in awe of this world I drive 100 miles round trip to work each day. I take back
and I am grateful for it, which allows me to have a sense country roads, over single-lane bridges and through pastures
of wonder about objects and nature and people. Because until I reach the highway. It’s a beautiful drive. I see fox
I have a family and a full-time job on top of my teaching and deer and some kingfisher nearly every day. Because I
responsibilities, I don’t make the time to write like I should. work in Baltimore, Maryland, I get city rhythms, traffic and
But when I do, my notes flood me with my initial discoveries noise. I can participate in the urban art and academic world.
and I make them into what they want to be. I wish I had a But when I come home to my quiet town, I drive these
ritual or discipline to bring the writing out more often, but luxurious windy roads and hills. I love that I live where I can
right now I don’t. Considering how infrequently I give in to be anonymous and quiet, but so close to a vibrant arts world
the urge to write, I’ve been very lucky to make quite a bit of when I need to. I feel at once apart from and entrenched in
both communities, and my work is highly influenced by this
good work. It comes in a flood when it comes.
unsteady belonging.
When is a book finished?
A book is never finished. It’s a living organism that reveals What positive comments have been made about
itself in different ways. Often I don’t fully understand the your work?
trajectory of my work for a long while. I’ve been very lucky I’ve been very lucky to have some nice things said about
to have editors with keen vision and objectivity who’ve my work. Because I write in diverse genre (fiction, drama
seen the underlying themes or narratives of my work and and poetry) I never take for granted that I’m an expert at
put them together in brilliant ways. When I write poems, I anything, so I may be a little freer in what and how I write,
write poems - I don’t “write a book” - so the book is a new which keep my work fresh. One of my favorite reviews
was from Dan Cuddy, an editor with the Baltimore Poetry
art form that shows me something new on each opening.
Review, who said after a night of these tiny comedic plays
In your work, what is the role of your geographical that I made and which were performed by unsuspecting
audience members, “Barbara DeCesare is a boiling pot of
region?
Dallastown, Pennsylvania, where I live, is a blue-collar town creativity.” That made me happy, and I use it to judge the
of about 3,000 people. Many people here are unemployed merit of everything I write.
or retired. It’s a dingy town that’s losing its remaining
She wouldn’t know what to say about me at all. Except that
I can’t cook and I need to go to church.
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Are you still?

More information about the writer:
WEB
http://www.emster.com/BarbaraDeCesare/
http://pabook.libraries.psu.edu/palitmap/bios/DeCesare__Barbara.html
http://toddswift.blogspot.com/2005/08/poem-by-barbara-decesare.html
http://spectrumofpoeticfire.com/Reader%20Directory/Barbara_DeCesare.htm

Are you still
asleep, dear?
The foxes
tripped out into
the dawn road
to meet the headlights.
Dear, the morning
animals spring about
and you, sleeping,
sprawled beautiful
like post-disaster boredom.
How I love
is as much a mystery to me.
My hand is always out.
We pass like light
over the eyes of curious
nocturnal scrawny dogs
who do not know their place,
but know acutely
all the places
they are not welcome.
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Michael Downend

Michael Downend currently lives in Mexico. A former US Marine and a graduate of the British Royal Marine Commando School,
he’s a member of The Dramatists Guild and PEN. He wrote and narrated the award-winning PBS documentary, A Journey to the Endless
Mountains. Min, his radio play, is the first in a series about women - ordinary and heroic. An American Wife, co-authored with his
late wife, Karen Blomain, premiered at The Electric Theatre Company and later sold out in Boston. He has received several playwriting
fellowships. His other plays are Aren’t You Bonnie Bedelia? The Light from Distant Objects, Swims and Loves to Dance, The Watershops
Pond, Going Out Noisy, Mercy Street, The Covert Motel, Occoquan, Sylvan Beach, High Thin Cirrus (sold out in New York), The Vallarta
Tango, Rattlesnake Roundup, and The Pig Killers.
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What colors or aromas remind you of your
childhood?
The smells emanating from the Susquehanna River, old
books in the attic of our home, the interior of a 1941 Ford
(my first car when I was sixteen), the sidewalk after a
summer storm, the red hair of the first girl I loved (in the
fifth grade and her name was Alice), the dank smell of the
confessional.
  
Describe yourself as a child.
I was a dreamer, already creating stories. I tried once to
convince my classmates (in fourth grade) that I was going to
make a movie. I got them to join me in the vacant lot next
to our home. They soon left when it was clear I had nothing
but the idea for making a movie.
  
At what moment in your life did you begin to
write? How was your initial experience as a writer?
I began to write seriously when I was prompted to write
a play based on a National Geographic/Jacque Cousteau
documentary about sea lions and mola mola fish I saw
on television. I used the concept of the sea lions hunting
down the fish off the coast of Baja California as an allegory
about organized religion. It became my first produced
and published play after having drawn the attention of
the late Arthur Ballet, head of the theatre department at
the University of Minnesota and Director of the Office of
Advanced Drama Research.
  
How would you define your life style?
I’m a widower. My late wife was the novelist, Karen Blomain.
I divide my time between a home in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico
in winter and another in Scranton, Pennsylvania the rest of
the time. I’m a native Pennsylvanian, born in the Wyoming
Valley where my ancestors first settled at the time of the
Revolutionary War.

What would your self-portrait be like?
Likely somewhat solemn reflecting my tendency toward
being a private person.
If your mother were to introduce you, how would
she do it?
Proudly but with a heavy dose of exaggeration bordering on
fiction. I’m safe, however, she died some years ago.
  
How do you write? Does your writing flow from
inspiration or reaction? Is your writing planned
in advance or does it happen in unanticipated
moments or places?
My writing in its original drafts is a mélange of observations,
notes taken on the fly, overheard segments of conversations,
moments of original writing prompted by a great variety
of inspirations: a person waiting for a bus, an observation
made from my car driving through a city, dinner table
chatter among friends, reflections on my life on a particular
day, listening to a person’s manner of speaking, people’s
bodies in motion and at rest - those multitudes of things
that make us who we are.
  
What influences have been important to you?
I’m most influenced by other writers whose work I have
a particular respect for among them Arthur Miller, Harold
Pinter, Shakespeare, Theresa Rebeck, Katherine Thomson,
Quiara Alegria Hudes and others of similar stature.
Some books that everyone should read...
The End of the Affair, A Trick of Light, The Great Gatsby,
Must You Go, American Pastoral, To Kill a Mockingbird,
Housekeeping, The New York Trilogy, and Atonement.
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What book would you like to write?
Worldly Goods, my novel already in progress.

Since today it seems easier to publish (in paper or
on the web)... does quantity help or hinder quality?
Quality is quality no matter the numbers of publications.
Is there an “indispensable ritual” which you follow   
prior to writing?
What gives you pride and satisfaction?
Other than gathering my notes around me - and there are Getting the right word. Getting the words right.
many - nothing except applying my ass to seat in front of my   
computer.
Currently, what are you writing about?
A new play, The Light From Distant Objects about a family
For you, what is inspiration?
some of whose women suffer what’s called The Irish Madness.
It’s that mysterious prompt - anything that sets the so-   
called creative juices flowing - a myriad of things virtually What positive comments have been made about
impossible to describe but which I know when I see, sense, your work?
hear, feel them. I can be inspired by virtually anything - an I’ll just quote here the director who is going to produce
overheard fragment of conversation, observing people in my play High Thin Cirrus in 2013. The comments were
activity while not being able to hear their conversation, a made after her first reading of the script: “I have read and
photograph, a person seen through a bus window…
re-read your High Thin Cirrus. It is so poignant. I love it.  
It is a beautiful moment, Michael. The script is imbued
When is a book finished?
with an undercurrent of sweet “music” and warmth
Never, really.
that breaks barriers in the heart. It does make me feel
  
somewhat vulnerable and weepy. - Beautifully written
How would you define your style?
Michael. - Truly, a one of. - You write with liquid light,
I’m a playwright and television writer. I write primarily in a reaching the quiet places of the heart.   I would love to work
naturalistic or realistic style.
with you to mount this precious moment. It would be an
  
honour.   This beautiful story deeply moves me.” - Karrie
In your work, what is the role of your geographical Sebryk
region?
  
I am somewhat influenced by the people of the region in Which of your works would you like to be
which I grew up - northeastern Pennsylvania but I’ve also remembered for?
been fortunate enough to have traveled extensively and The Light from Distant Objects (Stage Play), A Journey to the
consequently my writing can’t help but be leavened by Endless Mountains (PBS Documentary)
influences other than those of my home region.
  
  
Write your epitaph.
Do you believe that literature is in crisis?
He didn’t die from writer’s block.
Not at all. I’ve heard that literature in crisis crap for years
and have yet to see the actuality.
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DELIA:
“He was kindly. We’d be out walking in an
evening in late summer after the rain had passed.
He would suddenly stop; swoop down to save
a butterfly stranded, drowning in a puddle of
muddy water along the path. He’d gently lift the
creature and blow on it - softly, then whisk it
away waving it from his hand. It was his habit.
Sometimes, they would be beyond saving and
would flop ingloriously to the pathway - dead.
For the remainder of the evening he would have
such a look of sadness about him. Imagine - a
bug dies and he’s devastated. I suppose in a way
that was what made him likeable - his love of
the downtrodden. I wonder if that’s why I loved
him. Or, was it simply pity that I’d mistaken for
something else - love? Did I make more of this man
than was really there.”
More information about the writer:
WEB
http://www.dramatistsguild.com/memberdirectory/getmembership.
aspx?cid=19827
http://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/distributed/P/bo5457180.html

Excerpt from:The Light from Distant Objects,
Act One
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Rick Kearns

Rick Kearns is a poet, freelance writer and musician based in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.  His poems have appeared in many literary
journals including The Massachusetts Review, The Painted Bride Quarterly and Chicago Review.  Kearns’ poems are in five national
anthologies and he has performed his poetry throughout the US since 1992.  He has been the featured poet in venues in New York City,
Philadelphia and Baltimore among other places. Since 2010 he has been collaborating with the Con Alma Trío, a jazz group, in Central
Pennsylvania.  Some of his work has been translated into Spanish and Portuguese and has been read aloud on radio shows in Argentina and
Brazil.  He is a Latin America correspondent for Indian Country Today Media Network and many of his articles have been reprinted, one
in a Native American Studies text.  He is also a percussionist.
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Describe yourself as a child.
I was a friendly but initially shy kid, high energy, curious
and occasionally rambunctious.  But I was also thoughtful
and loved books and music; it took a bit to get me
interested in reading but once I was it became a passion.  I
was fascinated with any kind of story and started telling
stories to my younger siblings starting when I was about
5.  By the time I was 8 my father consented to buying me
a musical instrument.  It made sense to my folks since
both of my grandfathers and a couple of my Puerto Rican
uncles were musicians.  I wanted an electric guitar but had
to settle for accordion.  From then on I was playing some
kind of instrument or singing. By the nuns’ standards I was
usually a “well behaved” kid although they had a problem
with my daydreaming.

head and started to cry and had to pull over on the side
of the road to regain my composure; I was driving on a
highway and could not afford not to see the road.  While
I was regaining my wits I remembered his guitar and
then I thought of a typical tree from Puerto Rico, the
flamboyan.  So the first line of the poem is: “There is a tree
growing from Abuelo’s guitar” and I had the first 5 lines of
the poem in my head before I got home.  So I get an idea or
I hear a line and go from there.

At what moment in your life did you begin to
write?  How was your initial experience as a
writer?
I was around 9 or 10 years old.  I don’t remember the
exact assignment but I wrote a poem about Columbus and
I was very taken by the whole experience.  I think it was
the music in the language that drew me in, so my initial
experience was sweet, almost exhilarating.

Some books that everyone should read...
I think everyone should read: Don Quixote; Invisible Man;
Saint Manuel the Good, Martyr; Love Medicine, Catch-22; The
Moviegoer; Puerto Rican Obituary; and The People’s History of
the United States.

How do you write?   Does your writing flow from
inspiration or reaction?   Is your writing planned
in advance or does it happen in unanticipated
moments or places?
It is rare for me to plan to write something, although that
has happened.  Here is one example of a series of events
that leads to me writing a poem.  A few years after my
Grandfather Morales died I was driving along and started
to think about him.  Then I heard his voice singing in my

What influences have been important to you?
My family, my neighborhood, the schools I attended,
music, literature, everything has influenced me in
significant ways. I was strongly influenced by hearing
stories and music.

Is there an “indispensable ritual” which you
follow prior to writing?
No, I do not have any kind of ritual, however I do have
a habit that has been very helpful.  I try to write down
lines or ideas as soon as possible after finding or receiving
them.  This is not always easy when I am driving or in the
middle of a social situation where I need to appear to be
paying attention to what is being said to me.  Once in a long
while I get an idea when going to sleep and I need to write
it down either immediately or right after I get up.
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For you, what is inspiration?
So many things are inspiration but usually it’s stories of
struggle or conflict of some kind; in particular are the
stories of people not told in the mainstream, such as those
of Puerto Ricans in this country and on the island.  I am
also inspired occasionally by people and nature, and they
are part of nature. Sometimes the feelings I find in music
are translated into images and narratives of various sorts.
How would you define your style?
My style varies from heightened realism to a form of
surrealism, depending on the poem.  By heightened
or enhanced realism I mean taking so-called straight
description, with an intensified focus on various aspects of
the scene or idea.

Since today it seems easier to publish (in paper
or on the web)... does quantity help or hinder
quality?
I think it’s hard to tell at this juncture, precisely because
there is so much out there that it’s impossible to absorb
all of that material.  I am ambivalent about this situation.
On one hand I think it makes it easier for a wider variety
of voices to be heard, including those that have been
excluded for a long time, and that variety enriches the
culture.  However, there is certainly a lot of poorly crafted
work that appears in so many journals, and that mediocrity
can prevent people from enjoying or understanding other
literature of higher caliber.

What positive comments have been made about
your work?
In your work, what is the role of your My work has been called funny, insightful, informative,
geographical region?
brave, weird and angry.  But I think my favorite line comes
For most of my work the setting is usually a from the poet Jimmy Santiago Baca who said: “I like Kearns’
character.  Geography has an important role in my poems, poetry, each one glimmers with a different wave coming in
especially since I have an animistic perspective that goes from a faraway place where the muse of poetry originates.”
beyond the normal western notion of place.  If one looks at
nature as a living thing, as entities that we are connected
to, then geography becomes something that is not separate
from human society.
Do you believe that literature is in crisis?
I don’t see how this could be true as there are so many
beautiful and powerful voices emerging from all corners
of the globe.  If one limits oneself to the literature of a
particular class or perspective then I guess there could
be a crisis in there somewhere, but it doesn’t affect me
or billions of others who are in love with the power of
language and ideas.
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The Moon Rides a Black Horse  
   (for Lorca)

More information about the writer:
WEB
www.virtualboricua.org

The moon is
riding along
the shore
thinking violins
and howling wolves,
the moon is
riding a black horse,
looking for a widow
who sings
the deep song
llanto of
the unforgiving sea
buleria of
smokestacks and
isotopes.
The moon
wants a good
red wine
and a woman
who can dance.
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M. Nzadi Keita

M. Nzadi Keita is a first-generation urban northerner. Her poems have appeared on public television, in journals including Poet Lore
and Crab Orchard Review, and in anthologies including Ocean Voices, A Face To Meet the Faces: An Anthology of Contemporary Persona
Poetry, Beyond the Frontier: African-American Poetry for the Twenty-First Century, and The Ringing Ear: Black Poets Lean South. Her
essay on Sonia Sanchez appears in Impossible to Hold: Women and Culture in The 1960s. She is an alumna of Cave Canem. Keita teaches
creative writing and literature at Ursinus College, Collegeville Pennsylvania.
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What colors or aromas remind you of your
childhood?
Pale blue walls surround my crib in the front bedroom of
a rowhouse, a blue warmed by summer and lit by angel
curtains, answering breezes with wild wings. Soft pastel
green wakes me up on the back seat of my father’s 1957
DeSoto and in my grandmother’s bedroom. Butter yellow
melts the sun-syrup of 5 p.m. over my brother and I,
perched on the steps, cleaned up for dinner and Daddy in
freshly-ironed clothes.
  
Describe yourself as a child.
A reader at age 4 (my brother taught me), a lover of food and
classical music, naps and my sandbox. A perpetual observer.
A curious, but quiet recorder. Committed to a search for
all-consuming positives, for ways to cultivate beauty strong
enough to overcome cruelty and indifference. Repulsed by
dolls. Fascinated by pictures and stories.
  
At what moment in your life did you begin to write?
How was your initial experience as a writer?
I love pens and pencils. I love laying down words with my
hands, the act and the product. I love paper. At 8 years old,
I received a diary - a square white book that closed with a
strap and locked with a tiny key.Writing helped me navigate
the worlds around me. Many questions persisted about what
I saw and heard, but I had no confidant. Writing to myself
comforted my loneliness, protected my imagination, and set
my habits of observation loose.
If your mother were to introduce you, how would
she do it?
No description my mother would render of me could avoid
childhood subjects: my plump babyhood, obedient ways and
deliberate demeanor. The habit of making my own world.
With great amusement, she would mention a pair of shoes I

wore as a two-year old and my apparent disinterest in most
children. She would testify about my responses to the trials
of my life and insist upon celebrating me as a mother and a
writer.
How do you write? Does your writing flow from
inspiration or reaction? Is your writing planned
in advance or does it happen in unanticipated
moments or places?
Poems erupt in me, or crash into me, step on my toes, and
hang in the air. Poems usually start in my senses: a fleeting
observation, a mental photograph, a smell or a question.
Poems usually speak up while I’m driving 55 miles an hour
or showering or falling asleep. They nudge me when I’m
listening to other poets read. Some poems accumulate
from powerful historical silences that I’ve witnessed and
inherited as a working-class, African-American woman and
just as a human being living among distinctly anti-human
atmospheres. They may begin in a startling way - I woke up
one summer night, hearing a woman singing opera from the
balcony of a nearby apartment building. I don’t understand
how one plans that in advance, although thinking about a
subject or type of poem can help to call it forward.
What influences have been important to you?
Public libraries. Growing up during the height of the Civil
Rights Movement. Every person in my family. Traveling Mali and Italy as much as Mississippi or Connecticut. New
York City. Music - Haydn, Beethoven, classic Motown,
Santana, Ellington and Strayhorn, Coltrane, Tad Dameron
and Nina Simone. Laura Nyro, Cassandra Wilson and
Youssou N’dour. Abby Lincoln, Keith Jarrett, Cuban bata and
salsa. Black-and-white photographers including Berenice
Abbott, Gordon Parks, Roy DeCarava, Moneta Sleet, and
Chuck Stewart. Countless writers - among them poems by
Gwendolyn Brooks and Sonia Sanchez, Anais Nin’s diaries,
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Louise Erdrich’s novels and Toni Morrison’s entirety - have
kept me alive. Bus rides. Train rides. Walks. Windows.

old part of the city, where the U.S. was born. My own
history, and that of the country, surrounds me daily.

Some books that everyone should read...
Riddling the Sphinx: Race and the Writing of History by Maghan
Keita.Their Eyes Were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston.
The Collected Poems of Lucille Clifton. Shake Loose My Skin by
Sonia Sanchez. Toni Morrison’s Beloved (twice). Blues People
by Amiri Baraka. White Like Me by Tim Wise. Mad Minute
by Lamont Steptoe. Anything by Alvaro Cardona-Hine,
especially Thirteen Tangos for Stravinsky. Baldwin’s The Fire
Next Time. The Book of Negro Folklore that Langston Hughes
and Arna Bontemps edited. Zinn’s A People’s History of the
United States. I don’t believe I’m actually trying to answer
this question.

Coming from a group whose presence, citizenship,
contributions have often been denied and dismissed, or
erased leads me to pay close attention to history/herstory
in my work. Wherever I go, that attention goes with me.
This awareness led me to question how I knew nothing about
Frederick Douglass’s wife and to wonder how this woman
could live with him 44 years, yet be ignored in books. The
answers I sought became a poetry manuscript, Brief Evidence
of Heaven.
  
Since today it seems easier to publish (in paper or
on the web)... does quantity help or hinder quality?
Publishing prematurely, without respect for clarity and
attention to craft, is unfortunate. However, those terms have
been used consistently to model and disseminate certain
ideologies. To confine or dismiss others. Ultimately, more
writing means more voices, more reading, more possibility
that someone struggling to read will be motivated, more
engagement, more dialogue, more expansion of the
eternal conversation about how we live together. It means
fewer views will fester in silence. It does not mean this
conversation gets easier but possibly more fruitful.
  
Currently, what are you writing about?
Certain places in my travels. But the how is more central
to me now than what. Teaching myself to use some more
musical forms, such as the terza rima, is a priority. Prose
poems, inspired by Cornelius Eady, Fred Moton, and the
late Akilah Oliver, are underway.

For you, what is inspiration?
Living, with all its dimensions, lessons, and subtle
harmonies. As Emily Dickinson said, “I dwell in possibility.”
  
How would you define your style?
Image-driven, incantatory narrative, laced with lyricism and
flirting with surrealism.
  
In your work, what is the role of your geographical
region?
I rarely escape the fact of my rootedness in the Northeast
corridor of the U.S., and specifically, in Philadelphia. For
all but one year, I have lived here. Culturally, and maybe
spiritually, I have ties to the American South; because my
parents were born there, I’ve referred to myself as a firstgeneration Northerner, but the South itself is mostly
mystery to me. Philly, on the other hand, took a prominent
role in my poems about African-American migration that
I published many years ago in a book called Birthmarks. In
Philly I live near the places where I grew up. I live in a very
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rapid transit
someone lights a saxophone
and the marvelous
breath of God
sweeps the subway
in my head I hear Baraka
return the symphonic burst
runnin color
all across the steps of history
callin tunes and changes
til nothing remains
what we want to believe
subway becomes
elevator
scattin til the floor drops out
the sax a giant key
tunin the player’s hands
More information about the writer:
WEB
http://www.whyy.org/phlproject/nzadibio.html

the suspended world
shakes itself and rolls over
pedals and machine parts
flashin til they sputter and catch
or spark and die
as Baraka leans back in
riffin the brass idiom
narratin our bestial
beginnins to mad
modernity and on through
the channels of space
inside sound
I cling to the axis
vulnerable to speed
but I must love the ride; otherwise
the Word would not invade this body so
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Ann E. Michael

Ann E. Michael Poet, essayist, librettist, and educator. She is Writing Coordinator at DeSales University in Center Valley, Pennsylvania.
She lives in a house she and her husband designed which is situated on seven acres on the south slope of a very old ridge of hills.They have
raised two children there. Ms. Michael is a past recipient of a Pennsylvania Council on the Arts Fellowship in Poetry. She has written libretti
for cantatas and choral works and is currently at work on an opera libretto for composer Alla Borzova.
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What colors or aromas remind you of your
childhood?
Cinnamon toast, mown grass, onion grass (wild garlic),
lily-of-the-valley, cedar-water and pine trees, the scent of
a muddy river in summer, wintergreen, play-dough, school
paste, steam-irons, fresh peaches, campfires, burning leaves,
talcum powder, Pepto-Bismol, air-dried clothes and linens,
mimosa blossoms, roses, strawberries.
Describe yourself as a child.
I wonder from whose perspective I should attempt to answer
this question. I know from others that I was considered to
be shy and polite, talkative when comfortable, imaginative.
I certainly felt uncomfortable among groups of people,
preferring small groups of friends with whom I played
make-believe. I made up stories which I told my sister and
brother, and when I was old enough to write I made little
children’s books that I illustrated and bound in cardboard.
My sister was my best friend, but I spent a good deal of time
all by myself. When alone, I walked my dog, climbed trees,
played on the swings, sketched and painted, and read books.
I really was a bookworm and spent many happy hours with
books and in libraries. Being alone was, and still is, deeply
satisfying for me - it helps me regain creative energy.
At what moment in your life did you begin to write?
I don’t remember when I began writing. My storytelling
began early, and I suppose the writing developed from there.
The first story I recall writing down was about a princess;
I was in second grade. I felt proud of myself, even though
the story was only about three sentences long. Apparently,
the poems started when I was about nine. I don’t remember
writing poems then, but I recently found some that I had

composed and typed up (I was fascinated by the typewriter),
and my mother’s notes said I was nine when I wrote them.
What I really wanted to be was an artist, but writing seemed
natural to me. I started keeping a journal when I was ten.
How do you write?
I have been writing for many years, and there have been
changes in how I write and from where my writing tends
to originate. When I was younger, inspiration generally
acted as my source, usually inspiration based on something
I noticed. A street corner. A gesture. A piece of music.
I’d try to get the whole draft down in one go, and revise
later. I might also have written from emotional reaction
more when I was young. That’s less true today, though I
would never discount inspiration or reaction as prompts
for creative work. For several years, I was fairly disciplined
about establishing times or places to write. I would work at
the appointed time even if I felt devoid of things to express.
These days - well, for the past five or more years - I start
with observations or ideas I may have jotted down, phrases,
bits of overheard conversation, a description of something
I’ve seen, some theory I’m attracted to, and then I develop
a poem from those fits and starts. Or not, as the case may
be! In the coming years, my method may change again. The
work responds to the life, as it were.
What influences have been important to you?
Other writers, naturally, but first of all, visual art. From the
time I was very small, I’ve loved paintings and sculptures and
architecture. Church hymns and Bible verses and nursery
rhymes were influential to me, as well as folk music and the
lyricists of popular music when I was growing up. I am also
influenced by non-fiction work, especially in the sciences,
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and philosophy. My early poetry influences were Donne,
Shakespeare, Blake, and the King James Bible but then I fell
in love with contemporary women writers, then surrealist
poets, then Latin American writers, then Asian poetry, then
contemporary lyric poems…oh, it goes on and on. It might
be easier to say what I have not found particularly influential!

it well. For me, poetry begins in knowing intimately as well
as in exploring what I do not understand.

Do you believe literature is in crisis?
Art is always in crisis, if by crisis we mean turmoil,
motion, upheaval. Without movement, no change, no
transformation. If this era seems particularly tumultuous,
that may mean good things for art, for literature, in the
What is inspiration?
Anything that I happen to notice. To notice something is to long run. In medicine, in the old days, a patient who had
offer it attention, to acknowledge its importance, with my pneumonia might experience what doctors called a crisis.
eyes or sense of smell, or other senses, to feel my breath That meant the patient’s temperature had suddenly returned
or being-ness interacting with whatever I have noticed. to normal after a period of high fever. Then, chances were
Anything is interesting if you look at it long enough, which good the patient would recover. So a crisis need not be
something to fear. If the question implies that literature is
is a paraphrase of something Suzuki said, I believe.
in danger of vanishing, I think the answer is no - it is in
“danger” of transforming, instead. Transformations are
In your work, what is the role of your geographical
often challenging when you’re in the midst of them. Well,
region?
what else is art about?
My region is where I am, most of the time, and my poetry
tends to stem from observation rather than imagination
What positive comments have been made about
(though not always). So in many ways the valley where your work?
I reside anchors my work, provides at least some of the Beatrix Gates has said: “Her observation is keen and her
imagery I employ even when I am writing about topics that language reaches to encompass the rhythms inside what she
are not all that closely related to this part of Pennsylvania. observes, whether in nature, in relationship or struggling
Some poems originate in memory, and my memories extend alone and in grief.” I’ve been told my work is “enhanced by
to a larger “region”…some poems are rooted in history careful word choice and a richly varied vocabulary.” Those
or art, such as ekphrastic poems, and those compositions are comments by writers and teachers of poetry. But I like
may be less related to my locale. Generally, though, my best of all to hear from people who aren’t experts on poetry
environment plays a large role in my life, my creative who tell me that they feel moved by my work, or that they
thinking, and my expression. It offers me a way into the identify with the experiences or descriptions in my poems.
writing, a place to start. And I love the trees, the creeks, the One friend calls me his favorite poet. Another friend says
hills, the big rivers (Lehigh and Delaware), the local birds she keeps my book beside her bed. Those are the positive
and plants, even the rocks with which I am so familiar. My reactions I cherish most, I suppose, from readers who feel
region is not dramatic or particularly beautiful, but I know they understand what my work means.
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Pang
Midnight. Searching
for the moon,
I find instead
the cry of nighthawk,
newly returned,
sliding through the branches
of the night.
Moon is too near new
to gleam against clouds,
or has not risen yet
like the lone,
unanswered call‘sweet? sweet?’of this hidden bird.
More information about the writer:
WEB
www.annemichael.com
Ann E. Michael also writes a blog that features philosophy, poetry, art, and nature at
www.annemichael.wordpress.com

Hidden moon. Hidden also
a small brokenness
lodged in a crotch of bone,
bark of tree,
moonless shadow calling‘sweet? sweet?’eliciting no reply.
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Lamont B. Steptoe

Lamont B. Steptoe was born and raised in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and graduated from Peabody High School. Steptoe is a graduate of
Temple University with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Radio, Television and Film. Steptoe is a Vietnam veteran and a photographer. He
is the author of thirteen collections of poetry and edited two books by the late South African Poet/essayist/activist, Dennis Brutus. Steptoe
is a father and activist whose work appears in over one hundred anthologies.
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What colors or aromas remind you of your
childhood?
Colors and aromas that remind me of my childhood have
to do with flower gardens, and household odors such as
baking breads, cookies, pies and cakes, the smell of pigs feet
and chitterlings and pine sol, comet cleanser, Clorox and
the smell of fresh laundry hanging in the yard. My Aunt
Minnie was a great cook and constantly was baking cakes,
pies and cookies. My Mom did domestic work for wealthy
whites and kept our rooms spotless with such things as Pine
Sol, Comet cleanser and Clorox. In the summer we would
always catch lightning bugs to make makeshift lanterns by
accumulating scores of them in mason jars or tearing off
their lights to wear as rings on our fingers. Our hands stunk
of these insects.
Describe yourself as a child.
I was a nerdy kid, always reading, always listening to the
stories the old folks liked to tell, always asking questions. I
was a listener, I was a watcher and prayed a lot. Often times,
there was not a whole lot to eat. I spent a lot of time being sad
for the things I would never have. Once when I was seven, I
was walking through an upper class white community with
my older sister and I pointed to the beautiful homes and
asked why our mother didn’t purchase such a place for us
to live. My sister’s answer was a revelation, “Lamont, don’t
you realize we are poor?” When she uttered those words
although it was a bright sunny day, it seemed as if the sky got
dark and thunder heads appeared overhead. I knew what
poor meant but until that moment, I had never connected
such a state with myself or my family.

At what moment in your life did you begin to write?
I began to write at age ten. I still have my first journal dated
October 1959 and signed Dr. Lamont B. Steptoe! The first
jottings had to do with scientific explorations, experiments
with my chemistry set, musings on the meaning of life.
However, when I wrote my first lament dealing with
impending rumors of urban renewal that would destroy
our community and tear down our church, word got back
to the minister, Rev. Augustus C. Sumpter. Rev. Sumpter
announced from the pulpit one day to the assembled
congregation, “We have a poet in our midst.” When he
uttered these words, I suddenly understood why I was so
weird! As I matured, my style began to manifest in the mold
of a Black preacher. I grew up watching folks possessed by
the Holy Ghost and speaking in tongues. This allowed me to
lift my poems from the page to the ear and heart.
How would you define your lifestyle?
My life style is that of the artist. I was always dreaming of
places I wanted to go, things I wanted to see, experiences
I wanted to have. I was a precocious reader and lived
vicariously through the lives of the subjects of books. I
knew that I had to live a life that was exciting, dangerous and
adventuresome and felt that somehow I would be shown the
way. I felt that I was protected by some invisible force, guided
to places, people and circumstances that were necessary to
my development. I sensed that I would be the one to place
my family’s name in the history books. As I say in one of my
poems, “O Momma/nobody knows our names/but I will
change all that.” Thus when I decided to volunteer for the
Vietnam war, subtly nudged by my readings of the World
War I poets, Alan Seeger, Wilfred Owen and the writer,
Ernest Hemingway, I knew in spite of the risk, it was what I
had to do to fulfill my mission as a poet. Such risk taking has
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not subsided. In 1987, I journeyed to Nicaragua with poet,
Sonia Sanchez, Anne Waldman, the late Thomas McGrath,
and Pete Seeger to connect with the Sandinista Revolution
and the role of poets in that process.
How do you write?
Primarily, my writing stems from inspiration, perspiration
and deeply felt reaction to political, social and economic
conditions around the globe. My writing first manifests
as a concept or idea, however the truly inspired work just
happens in unanticipated moments or places.

What is inspiration?
Inspiration is when you are “taken up in spirit” to say
something beautiful and truthful and new! My geographical
region is my beginnings, my roots, my ethos, the rhythm
and rhyme, of how I will speak through time.
How would you define your style?
I write about what I know best: myself. In speaking of the
self I speak as all men and all women.

What positive comments have been made about
your work?
What influences have been important to you?
James Baldwin called me “a most valuable brother witness,”
Influences that have been important to me are: Langston Vince Gotera called me “a Black Jeremiah…,” Ishmael
Hughes, James Baldwin, Gwendolyn Brooks, Margaret Reed has referred to me as “a prophet and necromancer,”
Walker Alexander, Samuel Allen, Dennis Brutus, Sonia Everett Hoagland has referred to me as “a shaman,” while
Sanchez, Haki Madhubuti, Ishmael Reed, Amiri Baraka, poet, Askia Toure has called me “Slave Prophet, Far - Seer,
Etheridge Knight, Richard Wright,Ted Joans, Bob Kaufman, fire breather, Mojo man.”
Zora Neal Hurston, Richard Bruce Nugent, Wallace
Thurman, Henry Dumas, Raymond Patterson, Eugene B. How would you like to be remembered?
Redmond, Quincy Troupe, Mari Evans, Ai, Dorothy West, I’d like to be remembered for Crimson River, Mad Minute,
Emily Dickinson, Edna St. Vincent Millay, Ana Castillo, American Morning/Mourning, Uncle’s South China
Sterling Plumpp, Amina Baraka, Paul Laurance Dunbar, Toni Sea Blue Nightmare, A Long Movie of Shadows, Crowns
Morrison, Noami Long Madgett, Octavia Butler, August and Halos, Oracular Rumblings and Stilt walking, and
Wilson, John Edgar Wideman, Thomas Wolfe, Marcel Meditations in Congo Square, as well as editing leafdrift by
Proust, John A. Williams, Essex Hemphill, Joseph Beam, Dennis Brutus. I would like to be remembered as someone
Bruce Weigl, Preston Hood, Afaa Michael Weaver, Elizabeth who was filled with love and compassion, truth and beauty,
McKim, Patricia Smith, Tim O’brien, Bill Ehrhart, E. fire and vision. I would like to be remembered as someone
Ethelbert Miller, Rob Penny, Sandra Barnes, Askia Toure, who was a vehicle for the spirit to transform lives and heal
Bell Hooks, Audre Lorde, May Miller, Toi Derricotte, many wounds.
Miguel Algarin, Allen Ginsberg, Keith Gilyard, Alvin Aubert
and Tony Medina and Everett Hoagland.
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As a Small Boy
In the five and dime as a small boy in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania
I would wander the aisles amazed by the toys I
could not afford!
Indians and cowboys soldiers and monsters balls
and bats
Cap guns and jacks I wanted them all!
Monopoly and bingo checkers and chess tiny
cars that sparked
When they ran
Robots that walked and blinked
I wanted to fill shopping bags and boxes remove
this
Wonderland
Back home stay a child forever
More information about the writer:
WEB
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lamont_B._Steptoe

But I had no money and Momma had no money
And white clerks followed me as if I was plotting
Larceny
Followed me up and down the aisles to the very
door
To the street
Making sure I removed nothing
Small boy con…
Making sure I went home as poor
As when I came in the door
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Heather Thomas

Heather Thomas is the author of six books of poetry, including Blue Ruby (Foot Hills Publishing), Resurrection Papers (Chax Press), and
Practicing Amnesia (Singing Horse Press). Sometimes under the signature H.T. Harrison, her poems have been published in more than 40
journals and anthologies including the Wallace Stevens Journal; American Letters and Commentary; Common Wealth: Contemporary Poets
on Pennsylvania (Penn State Press); and Poems for the Writing: Prompts for Poets (Texture Press, 2013). Her work has been translated and
published in Spanish, Lithuanian, Bosnian, and Albanian, and has been recognized by the Academy of American Poets, the Gertrude Stein
Awards in Innovative American Poetry, and the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts. A professor of English at Kutztown University, she has
also published literary essays and reviews. She lives in Reading, Pennsylvania, with the poet Craig Czury and their cat, Mina Loy.
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What colors or aromas remind you of your
childhood?
Yellow walls of my first bedroom. Silver of the old upright
piano my mother bought from a dancing school so I could
practice. More silver: the reverential polishing of the silverplated tea service my maternal grandmother bought at a
local auction after her sterling silver tea service, a wedding
gift from Scottish foundry men, melted when her house
burned down. Green of the pines around my grandparents’
later house in Green Hills, Pennsylvania. Lemon-scented
furniture polish mixed with April Violets cologne.
 	
Describe yourself as a child.
I was the only child of my parents’ post-World War II
marriage, one of great promise (they went off to New York
City to pursue advertising careers) and then disappointment
(my father’s alcoholism) leading to their divorce when I was
seven and we had returned to their hometown, Reading,
Pennsylvania. Early photos show me with a look I’d call
searching, serious, and wondering. At eight, I was happy
to dance, play the silver piano, teach tricks to my little dog,
ride my bike around the suburban neighborhood where my
mother and I shared a small house with my grandparents and
present talent shows with friends in the garage. The next
year my mother and I moved away. I went to a new school
and spent most of my time alone, reading, watching TV, and
eating. Then my mother remarried, and we moved back to
the town and school we’d left the year before. My stepfather
adopted me and my name was changed, so I forgot the girl
I’d been. No one seemed to notice, or to remember her.
At what moment in your life did you begin to write?
How was your initial experience as a writer?
I came to writing through voracious childhood reading and
through reciting poems. I didn’t understand myself or my

life, and no one in my family talked about feelings. Reading
about other people’s lives taught me something about how
people dealt with their minds and feelings. I had trouble
breathing - friends called me “Breathless” - which I now
see as a form of mourning the girl I lost when my name
was changed, and a refusal to breathe life into the girl I was
supposed to be. Around that time my paternal grandmother
had declared that I was dead to her. But I came alive through
the efforts of my maternal grandmother, an amateur actress
and British dialect coach, who encouraged me to recite
poems. She tape-recorded my voice at family dinners when
everyone had to record a greeting to send to our Swiss
family. This led me eventually to writing.
  
How would you define your lifestyle?
I am worker and a walker intent on my journey, whether
it’s around the house looking for something, a mind walk
searching for a word, or an epic hike along the river and
through the woods. Although I love to travel, I am basically
a homebody who enjoys surrounding herself with loved
ones, pets, plants, books, music, and objects that remind me
of my family. I am trying to find a balance between being
and doing.
  
If your mother were to introduce you, how would
she do it?
“This is my daughter, Dr. Heather Thomas, a professor at
Kutztown University.”
How do you write? Does your writing flow from
inspiration or reaction? Is your writing planned
in advance or does it happen in unanticipated
moments or places?
I needed to articulate an unacknowledged voice within, a
sort of echoing spell or a wail, an unsayable secret or creation
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like a child dying to be born. I called it “voice unders” in
my first book of poems. I don’t know what I am going to
write until I write it. My writing is a practice, a process or
discovery that works best when I am its devoted servant.
But I can be a fickle devotee. Generally my poems emerge
from writing practice in my journal where I sketch out an
image or line and see where it leads. In recent years poems
have come from response to events in the world, such as
war, injustice, climate crisis, and violence. Instead of being
concerned with who I am, I have paid attention to the place
I inhabit. As the poet George Oppen wrote, “The self is no
mystery, the mystery is / that there is something for us to
stand on.”

What positive comments have been made about
your work?
“Heather Thomas’s Blue Ruby is a beauty, composed by a
fearlessly compassionate intelligence: ‘everything exists
because/ something else does.’ . . . Thomas joins a growing
band who can’t help but unite the personal and political.
She demonstrates that the “pearl-of-great-price” is anyone,
anywhere, self or other one. The poems hurt but have a
carved, lit up surface, red and blue and many other colors.”
-Alice Notley on Blue Ruby

“A very fine experimental poet, Heather Thomas writes
books that flash in your mind. She has a visionary imagination
and the technical brilliance to show it forth in startling
imagery.”
What influences have been important to you?
William Blake: “Without contraries there is no progression.” -Anne Kaier on Resurrection Papers and Blue Ruby
Emily Dickinson: “baptized, before, without the choice, /
Resurrection Papers is a book of transgression - the transgression
But this time, consciously, of Grace.”
Virginia Woolf: “what we must remember: what we would of the individual subject by family and social strictures,
the transgression through such death into existence, the
forget.”
Wallace Stevens: It is not enough to cover the rock with transgression of language as prescription into language as
desire. It is a book ultimately of freedom - of being set free
leaves.
through language.”
We must be cured of it by a cure of the ground
-Charles Alexander, publisher, Chax Press
Or a cure of ourselves, that is equal to a cure
  
Of the ground, a cure beyond forgetfulness.
How would you like to be remembered?
  
As a mother and a lover devoted to her family. As a teacher
Some books that everyone should read...
who transmitted to her students a love of language and the
Any books by Rumi, Hafiz, or Thich Nhat Hanh.
writing tools to discover who they needed to become in this
world, their best selves. As a writer whose poems awakened
What book would you like to write?
a spark in her readers.
A book about my life that people would like to read.
For you, what is inspiration?
Breathing in fresh air.
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Wallace Stevens House Prayer
323 North Fifth Street, Reading

More information about the writer:
WEB
http://faculty.kutztown.edu/hthomas

In the walled space between
red brick rowhouses
heal us, Sandman
sliver of sky and a girl
of half-risen day
who conjures in the sandbox
under a dusty moon
these bricks where
cake, fish, catacomb
winding and unwinding sheets
with the difficult rightness
of sand three stories down
to the black iron fire escape:
Heal us, Sandman,
with the difficult rightness
of half-risen day,
these bricks where
the redness sticks fast.
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J. C. Todd

J. C. Todd is author of three collections of poems, What Space This Body (Wind, 2008), Nightshade and Entering Pisces (Pine Press,1995,
1985). Poems have appeared widely in U. S. literary journals. She co-translated Colibríes in Exilio, by Ecuadorian poet Ivón GordonVailakis.
Awards include fellowships from the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, Leeway Foundation, Baltic Center for Writers and Translators in
Sweden, and the artists’ house at Schloss Wiepersdorf in Germany. She has read at international poetry festivals in the Baltics, Macedonia
and Italy. J. C. has edited mini-anthologies of poetry in translation from Lithuania, Latvia and Slovenia for the on-line journal, The
Drunken Boat. She lectures in Creative Writing at Bryn Mawr College and the M. F. A. Program at Rosemont College and holds an M. F.
A. from the Program for Writers at Warren Wilson College.
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Describe yourself as a child.
From birth to 10 years old, I lived in a small town - Baldwin
- on the south shore of a 118-mile-long island off the
southeast coast of New York State; it’s called Long Island.
Now that I’m grown, I know my home was small - 4 rooms,
but it seemed big to me because of the yard. I’d lie under
the magnolia tree in spring to breathe in the perfume of
the blossoms, a kind of drunkenness of scent and fantasy
that floated me away. Underneath the scent of magnolia, the
sharp, yet honeyed tang of cut grass and clover, sometimes
the sound of the mower blades slicing through the blades of
grass. And washing through perfume and tang, the salt air of
Great South Bay, a few miles away.

8. My cousin Larry was a paratrooper serving in Korea. I’d
listen to the war news on the radio - the death count of
American soldiers. I wanted the war to end before Larry
died so I wrote a poem-letter to President Truman about
the need to be “civilized beings.” I wrote “beings” because
it rhymed with “Koreans.” The Secretary of State, Dean
Acheson, wrote thanking me for the poem. And Larry came
home alive. That’s how I learned the power of writing.

How would you define your lifestyle?
First, I was mostly my parents’ child, then mostly a student,
mostly a teacher, mostly a wife, mostly a mother, and now
mostly a teacher again. Through all this, writing, like a
red thread, a running stitch that joins everything else. On
What colors or aromas remind you of your the surface my life is quiet, but tumultuous underneath,
childhood?
experience and perception and feeling building up and
The aromas of magnolia blossoms, mown grass, salt air. As breaking apart, recombining like free radicals that detach
a child, I lived in the wonder of my senses, following my from one molecule to combine with another. All life aims
nose into trouble and delight - the rusty smell of arguing for that instant of turbulence, a physics term for a change
grown-ups, the sugary smell of a friend with a toy, the milky of state: from ice into water into vapor. Imagination and
smell of my baby brother or cousin. The senses of that child perception work this way, tumbling toward new associations,
return when I write. They are my spirit guides to discovery. new meanings, new ways of seeing and being. That’s how
And to trouble.You always get a little trouble when you dig writing runs through my life.
into something. There’s the risk of coming up with a heart.
Or a bone.
If your mother were to introduce you, how would
she do it?
At what moment in your life did you begin to write? “Meet my daughter, Janie. She’s headstrong and she’s made
How was your initial experience as a writer?
some mistakes, but I’m proud of her and I love her.”
My first experience as a writer was listening to my mother
read, sometimes children’s books, sometimes Shakespeare’s What influences have been important to you?
sonnets. What mattered was the warmth of her voice and Poets Denise Levertov, Pablo Neruda, Eleanor Wilner, some
body. If you love something, you want it to continue, so I twentieth century African-American writers, especially
became a reader; then, because I wanted to tell someone Lucille Clifton, Gwendolyn Brooks, Toni Morrison, and
how I felt, I became a writer. It was 1952; I’d just turned playwright Adrienne Kennedy, Shakespeare, Eastern
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European poets of the interwar and post war years. The
values I learned from parents, teachers, students, my
children and friends.

in my twenties. Now I live in Philadelphia between the
Delaware and the Schuylkill rivers, about a 100 miles from
Long Island.

What book would you like to write?
The book I’m writing now, a collection of poems about war
and its consequences. My book looks at many kinds of war between nations or cultures, within families, within a single
person. By war, I mean that one side seeks to defeat another
side, wipe it out or conquer it. In my own experience, there
are no victors; everyone loses humanity. Negotiation and
compromise and looking for alternate solutions are more
likely to benefit all. Although the book has many poems
about war, it also has poems about the “imagination for
peace,” a phrase coined by the 20th century American poet,
Denise Levertov. If you are anti-war, you are at war with
war. But if you imagine peace, you are offering an alternative.

Do you believe that literature is in crisis?
I hope so. Without crisis, how can life exist? Crisis is as
common as breathing. Air invades the lungs; alveoli grab
onto oxygen molecules. Blood rushes through arteries
and veins, pushed forward by the powerful strokes of the
heart. We encounter something for the first time and new
networks blast through the brain. In human relations, crisis
continues. The cataclysm of falling in love. The thrust of the
baby being born. The friction of friendship and enemyship.
Celebrations. Burials. The mild times - do they have
meaning? Yes. But we tend to remember the details of crisis.
As art, literature must engage life. True literature is always
in crisis, always transformative; it’s meant to trouble us.

For you, what is inspiration?
It’s visceral. I feel a little heat or friction or discomfort. I
“catch a whiff ” of something and follow my nose. This
intuition leads me to a rhythm or cadence and to an image
that keeps evolving. I follow the image, literally track it with
an inner eye. If conditions are right, words form around the
image, like a sound track, and I write them down. With luck
and close attention, sometimes a poem appears. Every now
and then, it’s a keeper.

Since today it seems easier to publish (in paper or
on the web)... does quantity help or hinder quality?
The debate about quantity vs quality poses a false problem.
The point is not number of words or number of pages, but
the most economical means of expression. Could Flaubert
have written his great, strange novel, The Temptation of St.
Anthony, in 100 pages? Would Neruda’s “The Heights of
Machu Picchu” be more powerful if it were longer? Would
a Shakespearean sonnet be more poignant if it were a
quatrain? A literary work of art needs exactly the words it
uses to show what it means in a way that the reader can feel
and take in as their own. The image of a free radical again quality literature hooks into us, and we change because of it.

In your work, what is the role of your geographical
region?
All my life, I’ve lived within 300 miles from Long Island, the
place of my birth, in the Mid-Atlantic region of the U.S.,
between the littoral plane of the Atlantic Ocean where I
lived as a child and the Allegheny piedmont where I lived
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Remembering
Remember, Mother, when you were so ill
it hurt to move, hurt to lie still? Or
perhaps you don’t, having passed through flesh
into ether. I am the one who remembers,
remembers washing you and thinking,
Why don’t I remember you washing me?
As though to clear the soapy film that clouds
the water of the bath, a hand appears,
supporting my shoulders, flimsy neck,
the back of my still-soft head. Your hand,
released from cells that have transferred you
when you washed me onto me when I washed

More information about the writer:
WEB
http://windpub.com/books/WhatSpace.htm
http://www.cortlandreview.com/issue/9/todd9.htm
http://www.madpoetssociety.com/2007/12/jc-todd-an-interview/
http://www.thedrunkenboat.com/winter2004.html
http://www.thedrunkenboat.com/lithuania.html
http://www.thedrunkenboat.com/winter2005.html
http://www.thedrunkenboat.com/2006.html

you, our hands one hand now as I sponge
blood from my daughters skinned knuckle.
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Jerry Wemple

Jerry Wemple is the author of two poetry collections: You Can See It from Here, selected by Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Yusef
Komunyakaa for the Naomi Long Madgett Poetry Award, and The Civil War in Baltimore. He is also co-editor of the anthology Common
Wealth: Contemporary Poets on Pennsylvania. His poetry and creative nonfiction appear in numerous journals and anthologies. Among
Wemple’s awards are a Fellowship in Literature from the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, the Word Journal Chapbook Prize, a Pushcart
Prize nomination. Wemple was born in the Susquehanna Valley, and lived in several locales around the US before returning to his native
Pennsylvania. He has worked on a department store loading dock, as a newspaper reporter, mowing lawns in the hot Florida sun, and now
at Bloomsburg University.
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Describe yourself as a child.
I lived out in the country, on a portion of a property that
was my great grandfather’s farmstead. I had no siblings,
and I did not go to school until I was six (most American
children begin kindergarten at age five), so I had lots of
time to explore. Fortunately, I learned to read early, and I
enjoyed books. I also loved exploring the creek and woods
that bordered our property. First grade, at a Catholic school
where one was made to sit quietly most of the day, was a
grave disappointment.
At what moment in your life did you begin to write?
How was your initial experience as a writer?
I remember finding out about the school newspaper, which
was actually just a few mimeographed sheets, when I was in
first grade. Most of the writing was done by the big kids, the
sixth, seventh, and eighth graders. But I felt compelled to
write a poem about my dogs and submit it to the principal,
a black-habited nun of imposing stature. I felt a great sense
of satisfaction when I saw it in print a few weeks later.
How would you define your lifestyle?
My life is conventional, at least in contemporary America.
My wife and I were both married before, and have four kids
between us. The oldest is in college, the rest are in high
school. We live a few miles outside of town. We have a dog.
We read books and watch TV. The thing that I love to do,
and so does my wife, is to go places, especially new places.
We love to discover things about the world.
What influences have been important to you?
I love to read, so I think lots and lots of other poets and
writers have influenced me. Poets I’ve liked a lot over the

years include John Berryman, Richard Hugo, Langston
Hughes, and James Wright. Of course, Whitman is the
father of American poetry. In recent years I’ve come to
enjoy the work of Sylvia Plath, Philip Larkin, and some
others that I did not like as much when I was younger. But
poetry is only one of the types of reading I do. I love to read
history and biography and autobiography.
Is there an “indispensable ritual” which you follow
prior to writing?
When I am not writing, I always think that a new pen or new
notebook of a certain type or a special place will allow me
to write better. When I am writing, none of that matters.
For you, what is inspiration?
I am not a big believer in inspiration. Perhaps that is because
I have spent many years trying to disabuse my students of
this romantic notion that writing is “inspired.” Writing is
work. Get to it, I say. Writers do not wait for inspiration
to hit. They write and write and edit and edit and just keep
going.
I also think writing is a way of being. Writers notice things
that others do not. For example, one of my favorite poets,
Richard Hugo, wrote often about the broken and forgotten
places that others would have overlooked. He finds beauty
where others cannot see it, except with his help. That is the
job of the poet and writer, to make meaning where others
overlook it. Some may call that inspired, but I think it also is
the result of a lot of work.
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How would you define your style?
My style is simple and direct. Or at least I think it is. One
of my colleagues told me, after reading my work, that I tend
to hold things back, only revealing a little at a time for the
reader. It is only at the end that things come together. That’s
probably true.
In your work, what is the role of your
geographical region?
I write a lot about my native Pennsylvania. I live in a small
town, actually not too far from where I grew up. The river
and hills and valley are imbedded in me. In my first two
collections, especially the first one, the region plays a central
role. In the collection I am currently working on, the area
is not as overly stated, but I think anyone who knows this
region would recognize it.

though there are many, many literary journals, the most have
high standards because often their editors have MFAs and
backgrounds in literature and writing. On the other end,
anyone can put up a web page and post her or his writing,
or those of friends and associates. That is good too. Writing
should not be elitist, but there should be standards. It really
is a mixed up thing right now. But that may not be a bad
thing.

Currently, what are you writing about?
For the past year or so I have been working on a series
of interconnected narrative poems about a man called
Artemas. He is a man who wandered out of the hills and into
a river town, out of one life and into another. The poems
stem from a childhood memory. When I was young, perhaps
in second grade, age seven, there was a man who often came
to Mass in the mornings where I attended Catholic school.
He was always well dressed, mostly in a three-piece suit, and
Do you believe that literature is in crisis?
overly polite. But it was clear he had also been imbibing. I
No, I think this is a remarkable time. There is a lot of good
knew that even as a child. At some point I began wondering
writing out there. I am amazed at how much there is. We
about this man, maybe more so as I approach the age I
have a wealth of all that came before and all the new work.
believe he was when I was a child. I wonder about what his
And it is all more accessible than ever. This is a great time
life was like, and what made him the way he was. I cannot
for literature.
know, so I invented that life.
Since today it seems easier to publish (in paper or
on the web)... does quantity help or hinder quality?
It seems actually harder to publish, via a publishing house,
than before. It is true, anyone can “publish.” That is, anyone
can pay some money and self publish a book. But a lot of
what is self produced is self produced for a reason. That
is not to say that all self-publishing is bad. It is not. The
way things are published today is eclectic. The traditional
publishing house methods are highly competitive. Even

Which of your works would you like to be
remembered for?
I don’t know. I think I have some good work left to do.
Perhaps something I write in the future will be my “best.”
Write your epitaph.
You know, I’ve always liked the epitaph on Emily Dickinson’s
tombstone: “Called Home.” It is simple and direct. Except,
I am not sure where “home” is. Maybe mine will simply say:
“Gone Away.”
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Sailor Boy in the Checker Bar on Maundy
Thursday Night
Jimmy Red, the coke dealer’s brother,
Is mouthing off to me.
He’s thinking I’m trying to scoop
Rosa. Not tonight. Just
A hey to a neighborhood kid.
He’s hammering and hammering.
After fair warning I pop
Him with a sucker shot. Catch him
In the mouth, off-balance.
His boys stand up, then the motorcyclers
Get up because their boy
Clever Trevor is my boy, too.
After the ruckus the barman
Tells me BANNED FOR LIFE.
A pisser start to a two-week leave at home.
More information about the writer:
WEB
http://www.departments.bloomu.edu/english/faculty/wemple.htm

So I walk.Take a leak in the alley.
Then head across Market, give a quick
Wave to who-knows-who headed
Toward the park in a piece-of-junk
Chevy. Drifting down the street I count
The stores. Shaffer’s: gone, Linderman’s:
Gone, the pizza shop with two stoners.
I cut across the priest’s yard, past
The church. But turn right instead of left.
I’m sweating by now so I sit
On the bench at the Community Garden.
No one around in this part of town.
And I say to whoever’s listening:
Christ, even the moon looks damaged tonight.
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NOTES FOR THE TEACHER
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Biography
Stage 1: Pre reading
a. The teacher asks the students to look at the portrait and describe the person physically. What kind of person do you
think s/he is?
b. When looking at the person in the picture, what kinds of feelings does s/he project?
Stage 2: While reading
a. The teacher reads the writer’s biography with the students and explains, or elicits the meaning of new vocabulary.
The teacher also asks information questions, while reading, to check students’ understanding. For example, what
activities s/he does, where and who s/he lives with, awards received, and so on.
Stage 3: Post reading
a. The teacher asks the students to write the main facts from the writer’s biography in order of importance.
b. The teacher asks the students to write their own biography in 140 words. Students may include achievements and
anything that is relevant for them.
c. The students report on the biography of one of their classmates and illustrate it with a poster.
d. Each student can take the role of a famous writer and talk to the rest of the class about his/her life for five minutes
(depending on the proficiency level of the students).
e. The students prepare a talk show or an interview with contemporary or classic writers.
Interview
Stage 1: Pre reading
a. Short report based on Internet research. The teacher asks the students to “google” the writers’ names and report
what they found in a later class.
b. The teacher talks about the writer briefly to introduce the interview.
c. S/he may also present vocabulary before reading the interview.
d. Writers from Tarapacá: The teacher can ask the students if they have seen the writers in town or if they have heard/
read anything about them on the news, school, or at home.
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e. Writers from Pennsylvania: The teacher asks students to locate cities in Pennsylvania mentioned in the biography.
f. The teacher separates questions and answers from the interview. The teacher gives the students the answers and the
questions and the students have to match the answer to the corresponding question. (Group work)
Stage 2: While reading
a. The teacher reads the interview together with the students. A question is read and the answer is discussed and
analyzed. For example:
		 What colors or aromas remind you of your childhood?
		 Cinnamon toast, mown grass, onion grass (wild garlic), lily-of-the-valley, cedar-water and pine trees, the scent of
a muddy river in summer, wintergreen, play-dough, school paste, steam-irons, fresh peaches, campfires, burning
leaves, talcum powder, Pepto-Bismol, air-dried clothes and linens, mimosa blossoms, roses, strawberries.
b. The teacher refers to the vocabulary presented.
		 Which terms are related to home, nature / environment and school?
		 Which of the things mentioned in the answer have any kind of relation to your life?
		 Which do not?
Stage 3: Post reading
a. Describe the type of answers to the writer’s interview. Were the writer’s responses: Surprising? Inspiring? Boring?
Interesting? Unexpected? Senseless? Wise? Explain why and support your answer.
b. The students are asked to write a paragraph about the writer’s life in which they reflect on what aspects of the
writer’s life they found most unique/ captivating/ interesting/ motivational/ inspiring.
c. The teacher asks the students to write a news article for the local newspaper about the writer who is coming to town
to launch a book soon. The text should answer these questions: Who? When? Where? How? Why?
d. The teacher and the students invite one of the local writers to the class/ for an online or skype interview and prepare
a set of questions that they would like to ask him/her.
e. The students are asked to role-play an interview with one of the North American writers. They prepare a set of
questions to ask her/him.
f. The teacher asks the students to write an e-mail message to one of the North American or local writers, greeting and
telling them that they have been reading the book with the interviews. The students ask some questions that express
their interest for topics that are not included in the interview.
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Literary excerpt
Pang
Midnight. Searching
for the moon,
I find instead
the cry of nighthawk,
newly returned,
sliding through the branches
of the night.
Moon is too near new
to gleam against clouds,
or has not risen yet
like the lone,
unanswered call‘sweet? sweet?’of this hidden bird.
Hidden moon. Hidden also
a small brokenness
lodged in a crotch of bone,
bark of tree,
moonless shadow calling‘sweet? sweet?’eliciting no reply.
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Stage 1: Pre reading
a. The teacher writes the word “Pang” on the board and challenges the students to express ideas regarding the meaning
of the term. Elicit answers from the students by using the word in sentences making gestures to illustrate its meaning.
Write their ideas on the board and then the teacher together with the students decide which ones define the word
“Pang” best.
b. The teacher reads the poem aloud and asks the students to find out the time of the day the poem describes. The
students write the words and support their choices.
c. The teacher presents pictures, flashcards or PowerPoint (The moon at night, a nighthawk in flight, clouds, a tree or
a log) that illustrate the poem and asks the students to look at the pictures and predict what they think it is about,
Romance? Mystery? Death? Rebirth? Bizarre? Or others.
  
Stage 2: While reading
a. The students read the poem for the first time, underline the words that correspond to objects, feelings, and animals.
They share this with the rest of the class.
b. In the second reading, the teacher reads the stanzas one by one. S/he stops after each stanza to refer to vocabulary
and elicits ideas from the students with the objective of letting the students interpret what the poem communicates.
c. The teacher asks the students to name or describe the (literary) images that the poem evokes in them.
Stage 3: Post reading
Group work
a. The teacher asks the students: What is the time of the day described in the poem? What are the words in the text
that help them infer this information?
b. The teacher asks the students: What is the mood of the poem: Joy? Sadness? Mystery? Confusion? The students
have to choose lines or phrases that support their answers.
c. The students are asked to discuss the poem and try to come up with an interpretation of it based on their understanding
of the poem and experience.
d. The students are asked to illustrate the excerpt with painting, collage, photographs or posters. Collaborate with the
technology teacher and art teacher for cross-curricular activities.
e. The teacher asks the students to check the name of the author on Internet and report what information is included
about him/her. (Biography? Interviews? Excerpts? Other).
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ADVANCED LEVEL
Biography
Stage 1: Pre reading
a. Group work: Behind the writer (Jaime Ceballos p. 16) there is a picture that illustrates a tale he wrote. What do
you think the tale is about? How do the two men look like? What year and place does the picture reflect?
b. When looking at the person in the picture, what kinds of feelings does s/he project?
  
Stage 2: While reading
a. The students are asked to read the writer’s biography in silence. While reading, they have to answer the following
questions: What is his profession? Has he ever been an educator? In what capacity? How long has he been a poet?
Has he published books?
b. The teacher reads the biography with the students and while doing so s/he asks for the answers to some questions.
Stage 3: Post reading
Group work
a. The students write the main facts of the writer’s biography by organizing the information in a chart that presents his
role as a teacher, leader, and writer.
b. The teacher asks the students to write an interview of ten questions for one of their classmates. Once they have done
the interview, they have to write the biography of the student they interviewed.
c. The students collect their classmates’ biographies after the teacher has edited them. Then they design an EBook,
take pictures of themselves and post on the school web page, or any other social network.
d. Each student is asked to research and prepare a PowerPoint on the life of a famous/favorite writer and talk to the
rest of the class about his/her life for 7-8 minutes (depending on the proficiency level of the students).
e. The teacher and the students invite one of the writers who appear in the book and live in the area to talk about what
it means to be a writer. Extend the invitation to the language teacher, art teacher and music teacher.
Interview
Stage 1: Pre reading
a. The teacher introduces the writer briefly, talking about the most important facts of his/her life.
b. The teacher asks the students to look at the writer’s picture in order to describe it and suggest features of his/her
personality.
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Stage 2: While reading
a. The teacher asks the students to read the interview in groups and underline those ideas they find interesting,
unexpected, complex, insightful, or inspiring. Once this is done, they share the information and discuss it.
Stage 3: Post reading
a. The teacher explains how to make a chart where the students have to categorize the interview questions in relation
to complexity, originality, simplicity, or any other category they think can be appropriate to complete the task.
b. The students answer some questions in relation to the writer’s interview:
		 - How was Jaime as a young boy?
		 - What was the role of Jaime’s grandparents in his childhood?
		 - Explain how Jaime is inspired to write and the way he deals with it.
		 - Discuss the meaning of this statement, “Greatness is not my business.”
		 - Do you agree or disagree with the way Jaime answers the question on how he would like to be remembered?
Explain
 	 c. The teacher asks the students to choose two writers they find interesting and compare, or contrast their answers
to the questions regarding, their childhood, how they started writing, their lifestyle, how they write, influences
they have received, books everyone should read, how inspiration works for them, the place where they live, among
others.
Literary excerpt
Prayer 33
Oh Lord, you who know
Of miracles and hope
Do not forsake them.
In this hour of kidnapping
Rescue them from their rescuers
Do not forsake them.
You come down to them before the media
Let them know before it is too late
Do not forsake them.
Take them out of the television sets
Keep them apart from the lights that may blind them
Do not forsake them.
You come down to them before the media
Let them know before it is too late
But those, Oh Lord, do not forsake them.
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Stage 1: Pre reading
a. The teacher begins the class by asking the students what number 33 means to the Chilean people, especially miners.
b. The teacher and students talk about what happened to the miners in August 2010 at San José Mine, near Copiapó.
c. The teacher introduces new vocabulary in the poem before reading.
Stage 2: While reading
a. The teacher reads the poem to the students emphasizing tone and rhythm and the students underline words that
express what is requested to God in the poem.
b. While the teacher reads, the students underline words and phrases associated with media and technology. The
teacher and the students discuss the significance of the poem.
Stage 3: Post reading
a. The teacher asks the students to explain briefly what they think the poem communicates.
b. The teacher asks the students to interpret the meaning of the following lines:
In this hour of kidnapping
Rescue them from their rescuers
You come down to them before the media
Let them know before it is too late
Take them out of the television sets
Keep them apart from the lights that may blind them
c. The teacher and the students discuss if the warning and message of the poem became true.
d. The students are asked to find what has been written on the internet about the poet and the poem.
e. The students are asked to write a personal prayer or a world prayer in which they express their feelings towards a
specific situation.
f. The teacher asks the students to check two or three videos on You Tube on how the miners’ rescue was reported by
the media. What images did they show? What did they say? What was the tone of the news report?
A note for the teacher: Check these links for additional information on how to use literature in the EFL class:
http://www.onestopenglish.com/support/methodology/teaching-materials/teaching-materials-using-literature-inthe-efl/-esl-classroom/146508.article
http://www.nytimes.com/learning/issues_in_depth/10TeachingLiteratureIdeas.html
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